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Kinematic (RTK) positioning using information from 3D models and sky-view
images. The signals propagating from obstructed satellites to the receiver are one
of the largest error sources in RTK positioning.
The effects of signal masking were assessed by conducting a test campaign in
varying environments. The data recorded in the test campaign was used to
compare the results of aided RTK solutions to unaided ones. From the results of
the tests it was found that combining image and 3D model masking is the optimal
mask generation method providing the most significant improvement in the RTK
positioning performance.
The effects of signal masking were found to depend on the used processing software,
with the largest performance improvement in terms of positioning accuracy and fix
availability obtained when using open-source RTKLIB processing software and in
lesser extent when using commercial Septentrio PPSDK RTK processing software.
The commercial feasibility of such system consequently depends on the used RTK
processing algorithms.
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Tässä tutkimuksessa esitellään menetelmä esteiden peittämien satelliittien suo-
dattamiseen GNSS Real Time Kinematic (RTK) -paikannuksesta käyttämällä
hyödyksi 3D-malleja sekä taivaasta otettavia valokuvia. Esteiden peittämien satel-
liittien signaalit saattavat kulkeutua satelliiteista vastaanottimeen heijastumalla
vastaanotinta ympäröivistä pinnoista.
Satelliittien suodattamisen vaikutuksia paikannuksen laadulle selvitettiin toteutta-
malla testimittauskampanja vaihtelevissa satelliittipaikannusympäristöissä. Tes-
teissä kerättyä dataa analysoitiin vertailemalla ilman sateliittisuodatusta, sekä
satelliittisuodatuksen kanssa prosessoituja paikannusratkaisuja. Analyysin tulosten
perusteella havaittiin, että optimaalisin keino hyödyntää satelliittipaikannusympä-
ristöstä testijärjestelmällä kerättyä tietoa oli yhdistää sekä 3D-mallilta, että kuvista
saatu tieto. Kuvien sekä 3D-mallien keräämän tiedon yhdistäminen satelliittisuo-
datukseen tuotti merkittävimmän parannuksen RTK-paikannuksen laatuun.
Suodatusmenetelmän vaikutusten havaittiin yhtäältä riippuvan myös RTK-
prosessointiin käytetystä ohjelmistosta. Avoimen lähdekoodin RTKLIB ohjelmis-
tolla prosessoitaessa RTK-paikannuksen tarkkuus ja saatavuus paranivat merkit-
tävästi, kun taas kaupallisella Septentrio PPSDK -ohjelmistolla prosessoitaessa
vaikutukset paikannuksen suorituskykyyn olivat vähäisempiä. Kaupallisen satelliit-
tisuodatusjärjestelmän kannattavuus riippuukin RTK prosessointiin käytetyistä
algoritmeista.

Avainsanat: GNSS, RTK, monitieheijastus, satelliittien suodatus
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Symbols and abbreviations

Notation
Matrices are denoted by uppercase boldface, e.g. matrix M. Vectors are denoted by
lowercase boldface, e.g. vector ρ.

Symbols
c speed of light in vacuum ≈ 3× 108 m/s

δ delta
∆ Delta

Operators∑n
i=0 sum over index i from 0 to n∥∥∥x∥∥∥ Euclidean norm of x∫ b

a f(x)dx Integral of function f with respect to x over interval [a, b]
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ISMASK Intelligent Signal Masking for GNSS RTK
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PLL Phase Lock Loop
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PVT Position, Velocity and Time
Q Quadrature
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1 Introduction
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) technologies are nowadays widely used in
almost all sectors of society. Satellite based positioning has enabled easily obtainable
positioning for the masses with accuracy ranging from meters to tens of meters.
For the more demanding usage purposes GNSS offers more accurate and robust
positioning with classical differential GNSS (DGNSS), real time kinematic (RTK),
precise point positioning (PPP), and other similar techniques. These enhanced
processing techniques are used for many professional applications in fields from
aviation to surveying.

Positioning—the main usage purpose of GNSS—is the art of determining the
location of an object relative to other known locations. Positioning can be done
relative to a known point or multiple known points. The known reference point can
be for example the mass center of the Earth. The reference points are an essential
requirement for positioning. [6, pp. 3–4] In this thesis, navigation refers to a concept
of determining position and orientation of a navigating body taking the concept of
positioning a step further.

The goal of positioning and navigation is to obtain a solution—in the case of GNSS
positioning a positioning solution and in the case of navigation a navigation solution.
The solution is the output of the used positioning or navigation system, a GNSS
receiver for example. A positioning solution consists of the user’s coordinates and
possibly velocity and time estimates as well which is the case of the position, velocity,
time (PVT) solution often output by GNSS receivers. A navigation solution includes
velocity and attitude in addition to the user coordinates. A GNSS solution includes
often a time component as the GNSS processing requires solving the accurate time
in addition the position. Consequently, one of the most important usage purposes of
GNSS besides positioning is to provide accurate timing information for many sectors
of society.

In order to provide a positioning solution, the GNSS receiver has to process the
data received from satellites. In optimal circumstances the receiver could utilize all
satellites it is able to receive but sometimes one or more of these satellite signals might
be erroneous leading to degradation of positioning performance. In order to mitigate
the errors caused by erroneous satellites, the receiver may try to select only satellites
it considers of sufficient quality to the processing. These kinds of satellite selection
methodologies are often implemented in GNSS receivers and processing software.
One commonly used satellite selection algorithm type is receiver autonomous integrity
monitoring (RAIM) [11].

As a satellite based navigation system GNSS utilizes signals transmitted from
the satellites to the user receiver. In order to provide a good quality solution, the
receiver antenna requires an unobstructed visibility of the satellites. In obstructed
environments, such as built urban areas for example, there are problems in both the
number of visible satellites and in the environment relating to the signal propagation
from the satellites. Signals may propagate in a direct path from satellite to receiver,
be refracted around an obstruction, or through one or more reflections. Direct
propagation and reflected propagation are called line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-
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sight (NLOS) propagation, respectively.
NLOS signals may cause two distinct types of errors: NLOS reception and

multipath interference. In order to properly distinguish the two error sources the
following terminology is adopted in this work; multipath interference refers to a
situation in which both LOS and NLOS signals are received from a satellite whereas
NLOS reception refers to a case of receiving only NLOS signals from a satellite.
These two error sources differ in the ways they affect the positioning and in the
means of mitigating said errors. [27] In a case of NLOS reception the delay caused by
the increased distance between receiver and satellite will distort the observed ranging
result. For multipath interference the errors will depend on the used positioning
method and be more complex in general.

All obstructions big enough to block satellite signals may theoretically cause
NLOS reception and multipath interference errors but the number of surrounding
obstructions affects strongly the difficulty of the satellite navigation environment.
Urban areas are often considered one of the most difficult environments for GNSS
positioning [32]. Urban streets with buildings obstructing the sky-view on both sides
of the street are referred to as urban canyons as an analogue to a real canyon. Urban
canyons pose many challenges for GNSS positioning with limited sky-view and many
obstructions capable of reflecting the signals.

In order to mitigate errors caused by the obstructions during signal propagation the
Intelligent Signal Masking for GNSS RTK project—from here on ISMASK project—
introduces a satellite masking technique to eliminate unwanted satellites from the
RTK positioning computations. The satellite masking is a type of satellite selection
designed to remove erroneous satellites from the GNSS processing. ISMASK is a
research project carried out by SSF [38] and funded by European Space Research and
Technology Centre (ESTEC) [2] which is a technology center operated by European
Space Agency (ESA). This thesis is done as a part of the ISMASK project by one of
the three SSF employees participating in the project.

GNSS positioning is studied in this work in the context of RTK positioning as
the name of the ISMASK project implies. As a result of the positioning method, the
research is done with high accuracy equipment and requirements of high precision
positioning in mind. A similar system could very well be used in standard precision
GNSS receivers but the results obtained in this study will apply only to RTK
positioning.

A satellite masking system, referred to as ISMASK system, was developed and
analyzed in the ISMASK project. The studied satellite masking method requires
information of the obstruction environment in order to determine the obstructed
satellites. In this project the information is provided by two methods—from a digital
surface model (DSM) also known as 3D model of the surrounding environment and
from a sky facing camera. Both of these methods are able to provide a map of the
surrounding obstructions which can be translated to a mask of obstructions. The two
methods, however, provide the obstruction information with different characteristics.
GNSS positioning with the help of obstruction masking can be referred to as aided
positioning as the existing GNSS positioning algorithms are aided by the additional
satellite masking information.
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There are theoretically two possibilities in the masking as the masking can be
directed to either individual satellite signals or to the entire satellites. As all signals
from a GNSS satellite are originating from the same source it is logical with this kind
of masking system to mask the satellites instead of signals. In this study, the term
signal masking is sometimes used but the masking is always directed to the satellite.

The most important object in this study is to assess whether or not this kind of
satellite masking system is a beneficial addition to RTK positioning and the feasibility
of such system. Advantageousness and feasibility are both tied to the performance of
the aided system compared to the unaided one. In order to assess these effects, the
masking system has to be evaluated using real observation data by comparison of
the results obtained using aided and unaided systems. For the assessment purposes
the ISMASK project included a test campaign in which the system was studied in
action on urban environments.

The different ways of using the two masking data sources in mask generation is
another important aspect in the study. The question is in its essence about how do
the different mask generation methods differ in performance. The mask generation
from sky-view images and 3D models can be performed by using either of the data
sources as independent methods or by combining the two data sources. Finding an
optimal data utilization method is a requirement for potential commercial usage of
this technology.

The goal of the thesis is to solve a research problem which can be formulated as
following research questions:

1. What kind of an effect does signal obstruction masking with 3D model and
sky-view camera have on RTK positioning performance?

2. What is the optimal way to utilize the information provided by 3D model and
sky-view camera?

The research questions can be answered if the system capable of satellite masking
is tested with sufficient amount of real observation data and the effects of obstruction
masking on the positioning solution are determined carefully from the data collected
in the test campaign.

This study includes a presentation of the theoretical background of the developed
system, description of the system and test campaign used to study the developed
system, results of the test campaign, and analysis of the obtained results. This thesis
presents the ISMASK project comprehensively from the developed system to tests,
results, and analysis of the results.
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2 Theoretical background
This section gives an overview of important theoretical concepts related to the
developed satellite masking system. First part gives overview of GNSS positioning in
general before the second part presenting theory of RTK positioning in particular. The
third subsection gives important theoretical concepts of satellite filtering and masking
including the used mask generation methods. Fourth section describes integrated
GNSS-INS navigation systems which is an essential part of the test environment.
The last part gives an overview of related studies presenting a cross-section of similar
studies.

2.1 GNSS positioning
Global navigation satellite systems are satellite navigation systems able to provide
users with a three dimensional positioning solution with global coverage. The term
GNSS not only includes the well-known Global Positioning System (GPS) operated
by United States but also other similar systems. GPS has become widely known and
used due to being the first GNSS to reach operational capability. At the moment in
addition to GPS, also the Russian equivalent GLobal NAvigation Satellite System
(GLONASS) is fully operational. The Chinese BeiDou Navigation Satellite System
has reached operational capability in the Asia-Pacific region and the global coverage
is in development. The European Galileo satellite system has launched initial services
with 18 satellites in orbit [16]. The full Galileo constellation of 30 satellites is currently
in development with the target of full operational capability set for 2020 [16].

The first used satellite navigation system was the Transit system launched in
1960’s by the United States. Transit utilized Doppler based positioning providing
2D position fixes with accuracy of tens of meters and low temporal availability.
GPS—the first GNSS system—was declared initial operational capability in 1993
which made the Transit system obsolete and led to the discontinuation of the Transit
navigation service in 1996. The Russian GLONASS was the second GNSS to reach
full operational capability. [26, pp. 12–13]

Satellite based navigation systems—GPS especially—have become an integral part
of our society with their ability to provide easy-to-use positioning in global coverage.
Standalone GNSS positioning, for example GPS standard positioning services (SPS),
provides accuracy on the meter level [26, p. 13]. For many usage purposes this is
however not sufficient. GNSS positioning accuracy can be improved with different
computational techniques such as precise point positioning and differential GNSS.

Composition of GNSS is often divided into the three segments [6]:

• space segment consisting of satellites in the orbit

• ground segment consisting of ground control and monitoring stations

• user segment consisting of all user equipment.

The greatest advantage of GNSS compared to any other positioning technology
is the global coverage it provides. The global usability is obtained by placing
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something between 24 to 30 satellites to the medium Earth orbit (MEO) and possibly
additional satellites to the geostationary (GEO) or geosynchronous (GSO) orbits. The
satellites orbiting the Earth form the space segment of the GNSS system. All GPS,
GLONASS, and Galileo satellites are placed in MEO orbits with some differences in
orbital parameters between the individual systems. The plan for BeiDou is to have
a constellation of 27 MEO satellites with additional 5 GEO and 3 GSO satellites
providing greater satellite availability at regions of interest (Asia-Pacific region). [22,
pp. 108–151]

GNSS is a radio navigation system in which the satellites—space segment—
transmit the navigation signal from space to the Earth in the microwave, or depending
on the definition radio wave, frequencies. The navigation data is transmitted in
the form of pseudorandom codes which are modulated into the carrier wave along
with so-called navigation message. The pseudorandom codes allow calculation of the
signal travel time which can be translated to the range between user receiver and
the satellite due to known velocity of the electromagnetic radiation. [6, pp. 27–28]

In addition to the radio transmitters the satellites contain also receivers and
antennas which are used to receive maintenance data from ground segment. The
satellites are also equipped with at least three separate high-precision atomic clocks
in order to guarantee reliable timing information which is essential to the GNSS
usage due to very high velocity of the signals. [6, pp. 27–28] The satellites have also
an electrical power system providing required energy using solar arrays and backup
batteries. In order to keep the satellites in the proper orbits the satellites are also
equipped with a propulsion system which allows small orbital maneuvers.

Ground segment, which is also often called control segment, controls the satellite
system from the ground. A network of ground stations around the world monitor
and track the satellites constantly and transmit the monitoring data to the control
station, or stations depending on the GNSS system in question. The control station
processes the collected data in order to compute satellite orbits and attitude, derive
satellite clock corrections, and generate correction parameters and navigation data
for the satellites. The obtained data is then transmitted to upload stations from
where it is further on transmitted to the satellites. [6, p. 41]

The GNSS user segment consists of all user receivers and antennas. The user
antenna receives the carrier wave signal transmitted from the satellite and converts
the radiation to electrical signals for the receiver. Receiver then demodulates the
signals with the help of the receiver clock as a time reference. The demodulated data
is then processed to obtain range from satellite to receiver antenna. From four or
more such ranges the receiver is able to determine its 3D position and time. [26, pp.
300–303]

All positioning systems induce some amount of errors to the provided positioning
solutions. The risk level of these errors and other system vulnerabilities are quantified
by different positioning performance parameters. Some of the performance parameters
such as accuracy are familiar from everyday life. It is intuitive that most GNSS
users require a certain level of positioning accuracy such as the robotic cars might
require lane level accuracy in order to operate. Accuracy is the most widely used
characterization for the performance of a positioning system. Another widely used
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characterization for the performance of a positioning system is availability. Availability
describes the portion of the time that the system is able to provide a solution with
required accuracy to the user. [19, p. 8]

In aviation industry navigation performance is typically quantified in addition
to accuracy and availability by also navigation systems’ integrity and continuity.
Integrity describes correctness of the solution provided by a navigation system and
ability to detect when the system is unable to provide a solution with required level
of reliability. For aviation purposes, integrity is a key characteristic of navigation
systems, the goal being usually to minimize the integrity risk in navigation system.
Continuity is the measure of how likely is an interruption to a navigation operation
after said operation has been started. [19, p. 8]

Accuracy, availability, continuity, and integrity are however not the only mea-
sures of navigation system performance. In some contexts, a useful measure is the
robustness of a navigation system. Robustness describes how well the navigation
system is able to resist or withstand negative effects such as interference or multipath.
Robustness against jamming and interference is of particular interest in military
applications.

In this study the positioning performance of used positioning systems is assessed
mainly from the viewpoints of accuracy and availability. Accuracy information may
be assessed by comparing the positioning solutions to the ground truth reference
provided by GNSS-INS (inertial navigation system) reference system. Availability
can be assessed by simply measuring the portion of time the system will provide
sufficiently accurate solutions; particular interest lies in the assessment of RTK fix
availability. Integrity is not assessed in this study but it can be hypothesized that the
successful filtering of faulty satellite signals will reduce the integrity risk. Continuity
could be assessed by for example studying the distances without navigation solution
as was done by Ji et al. [32]. However, due to similarity to availability, continuity is
not addressed in this study, and the main focus will be in the accuracy and availability
parameters.

Standard GNSS positioning accuracy in meter level is obtained by so-called
code based positioning. Code based positioning utilizes pseudorandom codes—most
typically GPS C/A code—modulated to the carrier signal. This standard positioning
method relies on the fact that if we can determine signal receiving time (from the
receiver clock), signal transmitting time (from the pseudorandom code) and the
speed of the traveling signal (the speed of light) we can determine the range between
satellite and receiver antennas. If we assume that there are no timing errors the
equation for the range p between the receiving antenna and the satellite can be
written as [26, pp. 303-307]

p = τc (1)
where τ = tr − tt is the signal travel time, tr and tt are the signal receiving and
transmitting times, respectively, and c is the speed of light.

From the known location of the transmitting satellite and one receiver-to-satellite
range the receiver can be determined to lie anywhere on the sphere with radius of
the given range surrounding the satellite. If we add a second receiver-to-satellite
range observation, we can determine the position to be in the circle intersecting the
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two spheres. By adding a third receiver-to-satellite range observation we constrain
the receiver position to two possible points one of which can be discarded in most
cases as it lies in an impossible position such as in space or inside the Earth. [26, pp.
303–307]

In the previous example the range observations were assumed to be error free
but due to inaccuracies in used clocks the ranges are corrupted by timing errors.
The GNSS satellites are equipped with atomic clocks that are able to provide high
accuracy timing but the clocks in GNSS receivers are typically much lower grade
timekeepers. In order to compensate the timing errors an additional range observation
is required for the GNSS positioning. With the use of at least four satellites the
receiver is able to determine its position, velocity, and time albeit various different
error sources will limit the positioning accuracy to a level from meters to tens of
meters.

Due to errors in the observed ranges the ranges are referred to as pseudoranges.
The equation 1 for the pseudorange ρ between the satellite and the receiver becomes
then [21, pp. 56–57]

ρ(t) = p(t, t− τ) + c[δtr(t)− δts(t− τ)] + I(t) + T (t) + ε(t) (2)
where

p(t, t− τ) is the true range between the receiver at time t and the given satellite at
time of signal transmission

δtr(t) is the receiver clock error at the time of signal reception

δts(t− τ) is the satellite clock error at the time of transmission

I(t) is the signal delay caused by the Earth’s ionosphere

T (t) is the signal delay caused by the Earth’s troposphere

ε(t) is the term for remaining errors which are not modeled such as propagation
delays and receiver noise.

The components of the pseudoranges are all satellite specific except for the receiver
clock error. Terms that are specific to individual satellites are from here on denoted
with superscript to identify the corresponding satellite.

The term of interest in the equation 2 in the positioning sense is true range p.
The range can be written in Cartesian coordinates as

pk =
√

(xks − xr)2 + (yks − yr)2 + (zks − zr)2 (3)
which can be written in vector form as

pk =
∥∥∥xks − xr

∥∥∥ (4)

where xks =
[
xks yks zks

]T
denotes position of the satellite k, and xr =

[
xr yr zr

]T
denotes position of the receiver.
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The user location coordinates can (usually) be solved when more than four
pseudorange observations are available. It is important to note that the solved
position will be in the same coordinate reference frame as the satellite positions.
Often, especially in the case of GPS positioning, the used reference frame is World
Geodetic System 84 (WGS-84). [21, pp. 57–58]

From the individual pseudorange measurements the standard way of estimating
receiver location is by first linearizing the observations around an estimated position
and receiver clock error. After the linearizing the solution will be iterated until the
difference between estimated location and observations approach zero. The initial
estimate of position can be set to for example center of the Earth if no better guess
is available as the computation will often converge even with such a rough guess. [21,
pp. 58–59]

By writing the equation 2 for satellite k in the vector form, grouping the satellite
dependent error terms into a single error term ek, and substituting cδtr with clock
error bias term ec we can write observed pseudorange that has been corrected as

ρkc =
∥∥∥xks − xr

∥∥∥+ ec + ek . (5)

Receiver estimated pseudorange ρke can similarly be written as

ρke =
∥∥∥xks − xe

∥∥∥+ ec,e (6)
where xe denotes estimated receiver position while ec,e denotes estimated receiver
clock error.

By calculating the difference δρk = ρkc − ρke between corrected pseudorange and
estimated pseudorange and applying the Taylor series expansion to the result we get
[21, p. 59]

δρk = −`kunit · δx + δec + ek (7)
where

δx = xr − xe is the difference between the true receiver position and the estimated
position of the receiver

δec = ec−ec,e is the difference between the true receiver clock error and the estimated
receiver clock error

ek consists of all satellite specific error terms

`kunit is the satellite direction unit vector pointing from estimated receiver position
to the satellite k.

The satellite direction vector is given by [21, p. 59]

`kunit = xks − xe∥∥∥xks − xe
∥∥∥ . (8)
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From the satellite direction vectors the measurement geometry matrix can be
calculated as [21, p. 60]

G =


−`1

unit 1
−`2

unit 1
... ...

−`kunit 1

 . (9)

With multiple pseudorange observations the pseudorange differences can be
written in vector form as

δρ =


δρ1

δρ2

...
δρk

 = G
[
δx
δec

]
+ e (10)

where e =
[
e1 e2 . . . ek

]T
.

A least-squares solution for the receiver position difference δx and the receiver
clock error difference δec can be found by [21, pp. 60–62][

δx
δec

]
= (GTG)−1GT δρ . (11)

New values for the estimated receiver position xe and estimated receiver clock
error ec,e can be calculated from the least-squares solutions for receiver position and
receiver clock error differences as [21, p. 61]

xi+1
e = xie + δx (12)
ei+1
c,e = δec (13)

where superscript i indicates current iteration cycle. It should be noted that the
clock error is calculated from the estimated position for each iteration and therefore
after the convergence of solution for a given iteration the current clock bias δec will
be the best estimate for updated clock bias [21, pp. 61].

The iteration is continued from the pseudorange estimation step (equation 6)
until the applied correction approaches zero within a given tolerance. For more
in-depth information of the code based positioning see for example books by Gleason
and Gebre-Egziabher [20] or Groves [26].

A-priori quality of the positioning solution can be assessed from the available
satellite geometry. An even distribution of the satellites in both azimuth and elevation
provides the best quality solution, but in practice the satellite distribution in the
sky varies with time. In unobstructed areas the satellite availability in azimuthal
direction is roughly uniform over time but the availability in elevation varies a lot
more, especially in higher latitudes [24, p. 208].

The standard metric used for the quality of satellite geometry is dilution of
precision (DOP). DOP is used to quantify sensitivity of the errors in the GNSS
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solution to the errors in pseudoranges [22, pp. 44]. When the satellite geometry
moves from good to less-ideal—for example when the satellites move closer to each
other—the change in the satellite geometry will ”dilute” the precision of the obtained
solution. In the previous example the DOP would increase from a ”good” value
to somewhat higher to indicate higher dilution of precision. [21, p. 63] For a
good satellite geometry DOP can be considered to be around ”a few” while DOP
values larger than 5 are definitely non-ideal [6, p. 136]. The average DOP for an
unobstructed observer using the nominal GPS constellation of 24 satellites at a
latitude of 60° is 1.84 [26, p. 430].

DOP values are determined from the DOP matrix H which can be calculated
from the geometry matrix as

H = (GTG)−1 =


h11 h12 h13 h14
h21 h22 h23 h24
h31 h32 h33 h34
h41 h42 h43 h44

 . (14)

There are in fact multiple widely used DOP metrics for analyzing the effect of
the satellite geometry. Previously mentioned DOP values referred to total DOP or
geometrical DOP (GDOP) while other commonly used DOP metrics are position
DOP (PDOP), horizontal DOP (HDOP), vertical DOP (VDOP), and time DOP
(TDOP). The values are derived from the DOP matrix as [21, p. 63]

GDOP =
√
h11 + h22 + h33 + h44 ,

PDOP =
√
h11 + h22 + h33 ,

HDOP =
√
h11 + h22 ,

VDOP =
√
h33 ,

TDOP =
√
h44 .

Different DOP metrics refer to how the errors in pseudoranges do affect different
parts of the GNSS solution. GDOP includes all individual DOP values while position
and time DOPs are tailored to the variables of interest. PDOP is further on divided
to vertical and horizontal components. Due to the limited spread of satellites in
elevation direction as the Earth blocks elevations below 0° the VDOP is generally
worse than HDOP despite VDOP including only one axis compared to the two axes
in HDOP [26, pp. 424–429].

2.2 Real Time Kinematic positioning
Previously described positioning methods utilized pseudoranges derived from pseudo-
random codes modulated to the carrier waves and broadcast from the GNSS satellites.
The obtained accuracy of the code based positioning solutions is in the range from
meters to tens of meters which is too large a deviation for many usage purposes.
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By observing also the phase of the carrier wave in addition to the modulated pseu-
docodes and utilizing well-known processing methods the GNSS positioning can
achieve accuracy from millimeters to decimeters [21, p. 68]. The higher accuracy
obtained from carrier phase measurements is achieved due to significantly—more
than 100 times—smaller wavelength of carrier waves compared to the effective wave-
length of pseudocodes. Carrier phase measurements provide considerably less noisy
observations than code based measurements.

There exist many different positioning methods which are used in carrier phase
based positioning. In this thesis the interest is in real time kinematic (RTK) position-
ing. Different carrier phase based positioning methods have different characteristics
and usage purposes. Real time kinematic—as the name implies—is intended for
kinematic real time positioning. The term ”kinematic” is used to distinguish kine-
matic and static positioning from each other as some carrier phase based positioning
methods are intended to be used with only static receivers. For this thesis in addition
to RTK, also post-processed kinematic (PPK) positioning method is of interest as the
data is processed after the test campaign in post-processing. All GNSS processing is
however done in the manner that simulates RTK positioning. PPK and RTK are very
similar processing techniques and due to the fact that the practical tests are done in
a way simulating RTK, the theory of PPK is not discussed further. Consequently,
all results are applicable to RTK and PPK positioning both.

RTK is a relative positioning method in which two separate GNSS receivers are
used. One of the receivers is set up on a known location as a base (or reference)
receiver. The other receiver—rover receiver—is the one position of which is of interest.
The base receiver transmits correction information along with the known location
it is set up on, to the rover receiver. The rover receiver uses the base station data
with its own observations to compute the vector from the base station to the rover
receiver from which the position of the receiver can be computed. [6, pp. 166-169]

Carrier phase based positioning is able to achieve higher accuracies when compared
to code based positioning due to the fact that carrier phase can be measured with the
accuracy level of millimeters to centimeters while the code phase can be measured
in the meter level accuracy. The higher accuracy of the obtained ranges provides
higher accuracy for the positioning solution. [6, p. 105-106] The measurements of
carrier phase are much less noisy than the code measurements which enables higher
accuracy of the measurements and consequently more accurate positioning. The
approximate noise of a traditional GPS receiver for C/A code measurements is 3 m
compared to 2 mm of carrier phase measurements [54, p. 323].

While the phase of the incoming carrier wave can be measured accurately the
range between the satellite and receiver—around 2 · 107 meters—consists of an
unknown number of full wavelengths of approximately 20 centimeters and of the
remaining phase difference [21, p. 67]. The number of full wavelengths cannot be
directly measured causing ambiguity in the carrier phase based positioning. The
process of determining the integer number of full wavelengths, known as integer
ambiguities, is an essential requirement for obtaining a good quality RTK positioning
solution. There are many different algorithms for the integer ambiguity resolution,
but the methods are not discussed here. For more information on the ambiguity
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resolution see for example books by Seeber [54], Gleason and Gebre-Egziabher [20],
or Bhatta [6].

The resolution of integer ambiguities is also known as integer ambiguity fixing,
emphasizing the idea that once integer ambiguity is resolved it stays fixed to the
same integer value unless the carrier phase tracking lock is lost. Ambiguity resolution
is an integral part of RTK positioning enabling highest accuracy measurements in
the centimeter level. When the integer ambiguities are fixed the RTK solution is
referred to as fixed solution whereas the solution in which the integer ambiguities
are not known is called a float solution. The unknown nature of integer ambiguities
leads to a possibility of falsely fixed solutions in which the ambiguity of at least one
satellite is resolved to a wrong integer causing ranging error in the magnitude of
carrier wavelengths. A bad quality fixed solution can therefore be even of worse
quality than the corresponding float solutions [60].

Carrier phase is the fractional phase difference of the incoming carrier wave
compared to the by the local oscillator in the receiver. When the receiver obtains a
lock on the satellite it starts to track the phase of the carrier wave and count the
number of full wavelengths. The initial integer ambiguity remains unknown but
constant for as long as the satellite remains locked. If the satellite signal lock is lost
for a duration no matter how short the integer ambiguity will reset and needs to be
resolved again. [47, pp. 352–353]

Observations in carrier phase based positioning are of the so-called phase-range
observable. The observable consists of the range due to fractional phase difference
between the reference signal and satellite transmitted signal, the range due to number
of ambiguous integer wavelengths, and of the range due to error terms similar to the
pseudorange observations (see equation 2). The phase-range observable Φ can be
written as [6, p. 109][47, p. 351–354]

Φ = pk + c(δtr − δtks)− Ik + T k + λNk + λ(φks0 − φr0) + εkeph + εkmp + εkn (15)

where

pk is the true range between the receiver and the satellite k

δtr is the receiver clock error

δtks is the satellite clock error for satellite k

Ik is the signal delay caused by the Earth’s ionosphere for satellite k

T k is the signal delay caused by the Earth’s troposphere for satellite k

λ is the wavelength of the carrier wave, for GPS L1 ≈ 19 cm and GPS L2 ≈ 24 cm

Nk is the integer ambiguity in cycles for the used signal

φks0 and φr0 are the initial fractional carrier phases for satellite k and the receiver,
respectively
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εkeph is the error due to satellite ephemeris errors for satellite k

εkmp is the NLOS and multipath interference error for satellite k

εkn is the error due to measurement noise for satellite k.

In the equation 15 it is important to note that some of the variables depend on
the used satellite and some depend on the used signals and the characteristics of
carrier wave. The satellite dependent components are identified with superscript k
as before but in addition to that carrier wavelength, integer ambiguity, ionospheric
delay, carrier phases, NLOS and multipath errors, and measurement noise errors are
specific to the used signal. The effect of ionosphere is also reversed in the phase-range
equation (equation 15) compared to the pseudorange equation (equation 2). From
the equations it can be observed that the ionosphere delays the code measurements
but advances the carrier phase measurements.

The clock error terms δtr and δts and the integer ambiguity term N in the equation
15 are linearly dependent which complicates the integer ambiguity resolution [54].
In order to mitigate these and other error terms such as ionospheric, tropospheric
and ephemeris errors new observables are generated by differencing the observations.
The most commonly used differences are

• between observations made with different receivers

• between observations made to different satellites

• between observations made at different epochs.

Single difference observable is (usually) formed by differencing observations made
with different receivers. The single difference observable allows mitigation of the
ionospheric, tropospheric and ephemeris errors and eliminates the satellite clock error
term. The degree of the error mitigation depends however on the baseline length
between the two receivers. The negative side of the single difference observable is
that it increases the noise level by the factor of

√
2 when compared to the noise level

of the original observables. [47, pp. 354–356]
By denoting the phase-range observable between satellite k and receiver r as Φk

r

the single difference observable between base receiver b and rover receiver r can be
written as[47, p. 355]

Φk
b,r = Φk

b − Φk
r . (16)

Double difference (DD) is the most commonly used of the derived observables.
Double difference could theoretically refer to any two times differenced observable but
it is often used to refer specifically to the observable obtained by differencing two single
difference observables between different satellites. The double differenced observable
is in the essence a between receiver - between satellite difference combination. [47,
pp. 354–356]

The double difference observable allows the mitigation of both satellite and clock
errors due to the differences being generated at same time. Double difference also
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allows reduction of the ionospheric, tropospheric and ephemeris errors with the
magnitude of reduction depending on the length of the baseline. The disadvantage
with DD observable is that the measurement noise is increased by the factor of 2
when compared to the noise level of the original observables. [6]

Double difference observable between satellites k and l for receivers b and r can
be written as

Φk,l
b,r = Φk

b,r − Φl
b,r . (17)

The third commonly used difference is triple difference which is calculated by
taking difference of two double difference observables made at two separate epochs.
The biggest advantage of the triple difference is that it allows elimination of the
integer ambiguity present in the other observables in addition to the clock errors
already eliminated in double differences. [64, p. 295] Triple differences are often used
to form approximate solutions, and in the detection and removal of cycle slips [54,
pp. 261–262].

The triple difference observable between epochs t1 and t2 can be written as

Φk,l
b,r(t2, t1) = Φk,l

b,r(t2)− Φk,l
b,r(t1) . (18)

New observables can also be created by forming linear combinations of the
individual frequencies. In theory there are unlimited number of possible linear
combinations to be generated from the observations but in practice only limited
number differences are commonly used. The formed linear combinations are often
used to mitigate the effect of ionosphere in the measurements, and to aid ambiguity
resolution. The beneficial effects of the combinations come at the cost of increased
noise in the generated observables. [54, pp. 258–265].

Commonly used linear combinations include wide-lane, narrow-lane, and iono-
spheric-free observables. The wide-lane observable is obtained by LWL = φ1 − φ2
while the narrow-lane observable is obtained by LNL = φ1 + φ2, where φ1 and φ2
correspond to double differenced observables in L1 and L2 frequencies, respectively.
[47, p. 358] The wide-lane observable has wavelength of 86.2 cm making ambiguity
detection much easier with the observable, the downside being growth in the noise
level to six times as large. The narrow-lane observable has wavelength of only 10.7
cm posing difficulties to the ambiguity resolution, but providing also the lowest noise
level of all the linear combinations. By taking mean of the wide-lane and narrow-lane
observables we get the ionospheric-free linear combination Liono = LWL+LNL

2 . The
ionospheric components in the wide-lane and narrow-lane observables are of equal
magnitude but with different signs and hence eliminating the ionospheric component
from the derived observable. [54, pp. 258–265] The ionospheric-free observable is
usually used for long baselines where the ionospheric effect grows too strong to be
modeled with other methods.

In order to solve ambiguity and bias terms in the equation 15 there are two distinct
approaches. Either eliminating the parameters by taking differences described above,
or trying to estimate the parameters. The parameter estimation technique can utilize
additional observations such as ionospheric delay measurements or use of an extended
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adjustment model to estimate the effect. In the parameter estimation method, the
non-differenced observables are used in the processing. [54, pp. 265–266]

Real time kinematic positioning can be implemented with the use of double
differences between base and rover receivers or by using the parameter estimation
method. In RTK the base receiver broadcasts corrections continuously to the rover
receiver by using for example a radio link or an Internet connection. The corrections
can be represented in either observation space or state space. In observation space the
pseudorange and carrier phase corrections are represented as lump sum corrections
while the state space representation achieved with the parameter estimation method
can be used to generate corrections for individual error sources [66]. After the rover
receiver has received the correction data from the base station receiver it will attempt
to compute the baseline vector using a method suitable for the provided correction
data. [6, pp. 166–169][54, pp. 336–338]

The integer ambiguities are resolved in RTK positioning with so-called on the fly
ambiguity resolution (OTF-AR). On the fly ambiguity resolution allows determination
of the integer ambiguities while the rover receiver is in motion. OTF-AR is a
requirement for truly kinematic positioning as the ambiguities will need to be fixed
while moving and re-initialized after cycle slips. [54, p. 294]

After the receiver has generated double differences and resolved ambiguities, it
will have to use the resolved integer ambiguities to process the ambiguous double
differenced observables to unambiguous double differenced range observables. From
the unambiguous range observables, a baseline vector between base and rover receivers
can be computed. Finally, the baseline vector can be used to compute the receiver
position with the use of the known location of the base station. [47, p. 358]

There are a few things worth of noting in the computation of the RTK solution.
Firstly, the accuracy of the resulting solution is dependent on the accuracy of the
base station coordinates [6, p. 168]. Secondly a requirement for higher accuracy
applications such as surveying is that dual (or triple) frequency receivers are required
for the ambiguity resolution [54, p. 337]. It should be also noted that unless integer
ambiguities can be resolved or resolved with required reliability the RTK processing
software may keep the solution as an ambiguous float solution.

Typical accuracy for RTK positioning with sufficient number of satellites is
approximately from 0.02 to 0.2 meters for baselines shorter than 20 km [48, p. 195].
Typical horizontal accuracy for a RTK position is 1-2 cm + 1 ppm and 1.5-5 cm + 2
ppm in the vertical measurements [6, p. 342]. Ppm refers to parts per million, i.e.
millimeter for each baseline kilometer in the estimates above.

The processing phases of a GNSS receiver are divided here to five different
blocks presented in figure 1. At first, GNSS antenna receives signals from GNSS
satellites which feeds the obtained signals to the RF front end. The RF (radio
frequency) front end processes the RF data into digitized signals and feeds the data
onwards to baseband processing block. The baseband processing block is responsible
of Doppler removal, code generation, correlation and integration processes. The
integrated correlator outputs are then input to ranging processor block which generates
observables such as pseudo- and phase-ranges along with navigation data. These
observables are then used in application processing to compute required information,
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most commonly a PVT solution. [26, pp. 349][20]

GNSS
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Processor

Application
Processing

Received
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Ranging
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Integrated
Correlator Outputs
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Figure 1: Processing blocks of a conventional GNSS receiver

The antenna is the part responsible of receiving GNSS signals and passing them
on to RF front end. Multi-frequency receivers typically contain separate front ends
for each frequency band [26, pp. 352–353]. Main functions of a RF front end
include filtering, amplification and in most cases down-conversion of GNSS signals
to intermediate frequency (IF). The RF front end then feeds the IF signal to the
analog-to-digital converter from which the sampled digital signal is input to the next
block. [22, pp. 199–204]

The following block, baseband processing, is traditionally done with dedicated
receiver hardware but nowadays software-defined receivers allow also baseband pro-
cessing with general-purpose processors [26, pp. 356]. Baseband processing and
ranging processor are done in parallel channels, one channel being responsible of a
single signal from an individual single satellite. The implementation presented here
is a typical one, presented also in for example an introductory navigation book by
Groves [26].

Baseband processing begins with a Doppler wipe-off step in which the digitized
signal is split to in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) streams which are offset by 90°. The
signal is split to I and Q streams by multiplying the digitized satellite signal samples
by in-phase and quadrature samples of receiver-generated carrier. The receiver carrier
signal is generated from the current Doppler estimate and numerically controlled
oscillator (NCO) data. The obtained I and Q signal samples are then transmitted
to correlator where they are multiplied by early, prompt, and late reference codes.
Prompt code is aligned with the received signal while early and late codes are
separated from prompt code by a code-phase offset which is traditionally set to
between 0.05 and 1 code chips—chip referring to an effective bit of a pseudorandom
code [7, p.24]. Correlator outputs are then integrated over a predetermined integration
interval. [26, pp. 355–359] The presented baseband processing scheme applies only
to signals modulated with binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) which is the traditional
modulation used in GPS satellites.

The ranging processor block is often classified as a part of the baseband processor
but in the implementation presented here a division between the two phases is included.
The logic in this classification is that baseband processor and ranging processor blocks
mark the division between hardware and software sections of the GNSS processing in
the majority of currently used receivers [26]. The ranging processor takes as input the
integrated correlator outputs to generate GNSS observables. The ranging processor
is usually implemented in separate channels for each signal as is the case with the
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baseband processing phase.
The first step in the ranging processor block is a coarse synchronization of the

code phases between reference and observed signals. The coarse synchronization step
is referred to as signal acquisition. In order to determine signal transmission time,
the code phase of reference signal must be matched to the observed signal. Due to
relative motion of the transmitting satellite and user receiver the carrier frequency
will be Doppler shifted and hence unknown. Consequently, also the frequency of
reference and observed signals must be estimated and matched in addition to the
matching of code phases. The acquisition requires a two dimensional search for code
delay and Doppler frequency. [26, pp. 367–372]

After reference and observed signals are synchronized to sufficient accuracy—
typically 0.5 chips—a fine synchronization of signals must be performed and main-
tained. The fine synchronization is performed in signal tracking loops. Without
signal tracking the residual Doppler of observed signal would cause the obtained
signal alignment to drift out and eventually the received signal would vanish below
the noise level. Maintaining the fine synchronization with the reference code timing
is called code tracking while maintaining the frequency between the observed carrier
and the reference signal is called carrier tracking, both of which are needed in GNSS
positioning. [22, p. 213]

Code tracking is usually implemented in a delay lock loop (DLL) which uses
accumulated early, late, and prompt correlator outputs of I and Q to measure code
tracking error. The code tracking error is then used to correct the estimate of the
code phase. Estimated code phase is used not only in pseudorange calculation but
also fed-back to baseband processing to control the NCO. [22, p. 213–217]

Carrier tracking may be implemented as carrier phase tracking or carrier frequency
tracking, or both. Carrier phase tracking eases demodulation of navigation data
and is a requirement for carrier phase based positioning methods, including RTK.
Carrier frequency tracking provides better performance with poor quality signals
and in environments with high–dynamics maneuvering. A common implementation
method is to use frequency tracking as an intermediate phase before carrier phase
tracking to take advantage of strengths of both tracking methods. [26, pp. 377–389]

Carrier phase tracking is usually implemented as phase lock loop (PLL) while
the typical frequency tracking implementation is frequency lock loop (FLL). Carrier
tracking, unlike code tracking, utilizes only prompt correlator outputs from baseband
processing. The output of PLL is the estimate of carrier phase error with possibly also
an estimate of carrier frequency error. The output of FLL is the estimate of carrier
frequency error. The estimated carrier phase can be used to determine accumulated
delta range, while from the estimated carrier frequency the pseudorange rate can
be computed. These observables along with the pseudoranges obtained from code
tracking can be used in the application processing block to compute RTK solutions.
[26, pp. 377–389]
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2.3 Satellite filtering and masking
In order to obtain a GNSS solution the receiver antenna must be able to receive
signals from the satellites. GNSS signals can propagate straight from satellites to the
receiver antenna or be reflected from one or more obstructions delaying the received
signal. Reflected signals are delayed compared to signals propagating in a straight
path from satellite to receiver resulting in range observations inconsistent with the
geometric range between satellite and receiver. [27]

The basic concept of NLOS reception, multipath interference and LOS signals is
presented in figure 2. In the figure LOS signals are drawn in green, NLOS and blocked
signals with red, and NLOS signal from the satellite where a LOS-signal also exists
in blue. Therefore, blue signal will mark the existence of a multipath interference
caused by reception of both LOS and LOS signals from the same satellite. In the
given scenario satellite SV1 would cause NLOS reception error, SV3 would cause said
multipath interference error, and satellites SV2 and SV4 would be propagation-wise
good quality signals.

Figure 2: LOS-only reception, NLOS reception and multipath interference

The effects of multipath interference and NLOS reception are often referred to as
multipath error, there is however a distinction between the two errors and in the
ways the errors can be mitigated [27]. From here on in this work only the exact terms
multipath interference and NLOS reception are used to refer the two phenomena and
their respective errors.

Multipath interference will negatively affect the receiver performance in both code
and phase tracking. For RTK and other carrier phase based positioning methods the
carrier phase tracking errors due to the multipath interference will be limited to a
quarter of the carrier wavelength (approximately 5 cm for GPS L1) [27][41]. Whereas
the NLOS reception errors are not bounded, potentially causing much larger errors
[46].
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NLOS reception and multipath interference are major error sources for the GNSS
positioning, especially in environments with a lot of obstructions such as urban
canyons [22, p. 264]. Urban areas with tall buildings are extremely prone to cause
errors due to signal propagation delay and at worst unavailability of positioning
solution. Signal tracking loss due to obstructions is not uncommon in the environ-
ments with tall obstructions and narrow streets. Tall buildings obstructing the sky
view may lead to outages in PVT solution ranging from a few seconds to minutes
depending on the satellite navigation environment [18, p. 159].

The increased number of satellites available due to the development of the Galileo
and BeiDou constellations guarantee better satellite availability even in difficult
environments. Additional satellites do not however automatically increase the GNSS
positioning accuracy due to potential errors in the measurements. Even one satellite
with NLOS reception error can induce large errors to the positioning solution [58].

Obstructed urban environments—urban canyons especially—are challenging envi-
ronments for GNSS positioning not only due to the small number of available signals
but also due to poor obstruction geometry. The obstruction geometry in a long urban
canyon might be good in the along-road direction, but in the cross-road direction the
buildings obstruct the sky view resulting in weak satellite geometry [63]. The poor
signal geometry in addition to NLOS reception and multipath interference makes
urban canyons extremely difficult satellite navigation environments.

GNSS receiver may implement receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM)
algorithms in order to attempt detection and possible exclusion of faulty signals.
RAIM algorithms determine the integrity of the GNSS solution by performing
a consistency check amongst the observations. There are various different types
and ways to implement a RAIM algorithm, but the general idea is to check the
consistency of observations, using for example pseudorange or least-squares residuals.
The satellites with non-consistent observations may then be excluded from the GNSS
processing with the aim being improved quality of the resulting solution. The steps
described above are referred to as fault detection and exclusion (FDE). After FDE the
traditional RAIM algorithms compute protection levels for the solution. Protection
levels correspond to the radius of a circle surrounding the obtained position which
contains the true position with required integrity risk. [11]

Traditional RAIM algorithms are not designed particularly for mitigation of
NLOS or multipath interference errors. Especially in urban environments where the
portion of satellites with LOS only reception might be considerably lower compared
to less obstructed environments the conventional RAIM algorithms lack sufficient
effectivity [33]. Some RAIM like satellite selection algorithms have been studied with
the improvement of urban usage in mind [27].

Satellite masking refers here to a concept of dividing available GNSS satellites to
subsets using some available information source. The subsets may be for example
satellites to be accepted and rejected from GNSS processing. The rejected satellites
can be then filtered out from the computations, or instead of excluding the satellites
their effect can be also reduced by weighting the unwanted satellites with lower weight
than other satellites. The filtering refers here to the process of totally excluding
the data of filtered satellites from the processing algorithms. In satellite masking
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systems such as the ISMASK system presented here the filtering is a simple process
of applying the satellite mask to the set of available satellites. The FDE satellite
exclusion in RAIM algorithms is essentially also a filtering process.

Satellite filtering is not the only way to deal with multipath interference and
NLOS reception. Different ways to mitigate multipath interference exist with different
benefits and disadvantages [8]. The observations of NLOS satellites may be corrected
by adjusting the satellite-receiver range if information of the surrounding environment
such as a 3D model is available, instead of just excluding the satellite from processing.
Pseudorange multipath interference errors may also be corrected by using statistical
data [15], while the carrier phase observations have been successfully corrected for
multipath interference with information known about the received signals albeit the
method works only for statistical measurements [49].

Methods for mitigating the NLOS reception and multipath interference may be
implemented in many parts of the GNSS positioning process. The methods can be
categorized to antenna-based, receiver-based and to post-receiver techniques [26].
Antenna based mitigation can be used to attenuate reflected signals. However, some
of the antenna based techniques only work in mitigating multipath interference but
have no effect to NLOS signals, while some of the techniques are not practical due
to size and economic constraints they induce [27].

Receiver-based mitigation methods may also be used to reduce the errors related
to multipath interference but they will not allow mitigation of the NLOS reception
errors [27]. Many of the receiver based methods are done in the baseband processing
phase. Commonly used such methods include use of narrow correlator [14], Double-
Delta correlator [10], and multipath estimating delay lock loop (MEDLL) [61]. All
of these methods have proven to provide better results than the conventional delay
lock loops [14][61][10].

The receivers used in the ISMASK project—and consequently in the field tests
presented in chapters 3 and 4—use receiver manufacturer Septentrio’s a posteri-
ori multipath estimation technique (APME). APME method attempts to mitigate
multipath interference by using a special multipath estimator module in a setup
with narrow correlator combined with an extra very late correlator. The multipath
estimator module estimates the magnitude of code tracking error due to multipath
interference using accumulated correlator outputs from the prompt and extra cor-
relators. [57] The APME implementation in receivers used in this work is able to
estimate multipath interference error for carrier phase tracking in addition to the
code tracking implementation presented by Sleewaegen and Boon [57]. The details
of APME with carrier tracking—referred to as APME+ by Septentrio—are however
not published information.

Post-receiver based mitigation techniques are applied before or during the GNSS
processing algorithms. The post-receiver methods typically use GNSS observations
and possibly additional data in the mitigation process. The post-receiver based
filtering may utilize for example signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) or stochastic modeling
[37][49]. Many of the post-receiver techniques without external data do not, however,
affect NLOS reception. Post-receiver techniques include also consistency checking
methods operating in similar logic to RAIM algorithms [27]. These techniques may
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also be improved by integrating external information such as 3D model data to the
existing algorithms [29].

The concept of satellite masking is an integral part of GNSS positioning especially
when more accurate positioning is needed. Many GNSS receivers and processing
software implement a simple cutoff angle to filter out low elevation satellites from
positioning computations. The signals from low elevation satellites have to travel a
longer way through the Earth’s atmosphere than the signals from the satellites at
higher elevations and therefore are likely to have larger errors due to atmospheric
effects. Low elevation satellites suffer also from higher level of multipath interference
and from lower carrier to noise density ( C

N0
). Typically used cutoff angles are around

10 degrees. [22, p. 155] By excluding the low elevation satellites the GNSS processing
is able to reduce the magnitude of propagation related error sources including
ionospheric errors.

The satellite masking used in this work takes the masking concept further by
creating an obstructions mask of the environment surrounding the receiver antenna.
This obstruction mask is then used similarly to elevation mask to filter out unwanted
satellites from the positioning computations. The satellite masking is performed
before the position computation and as such the masking method presented here can
be classified as an external data utilizing post-receiver NLOS mitigation technique.
The obstruction masks are generated from sky-view images and from a digital surface
model. The 3D model may be used to generate also a mask of the multipath
interference, which can then be used in conjunction with the NLOS reception mask
to filter out both sets of potentially erroneous satellites.

Example masks are presented in figures 3 and 4, generated from sky-view image
and digital surface model, respectively. The example masks are generated for the
same epoch. The masks follow normal sky plot presentation convention with 0, 30
and 60–degree elevation circles displayed with blue and 10–degree elevation mask
displayed in yellow. The plot axes are oriented as North-Up, East-Right.

Figure 3: An example signal mask gen-
erated from sky image

Figure 4: An example signal mask gen-
erated from DSM
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Figure 5: A source image for the example mask

Areas with obstructions are presented in the masks with dark gray while non-
obstructed sky areas are displayed as white. The DSM mask has in addition to
obstructed and unobstructed areas also light gray areas which depict unobstructed
areas which have potential for multipath interference.

The masks also display visible satellites over the horizon with squares colored
according to the masking status—green for good visibility, yellow for moderate
visibility, and red for blocked. The moderate visibility category is used to define
satellites which may or may not be used in the processing depending on the number
and geometry of good visibility satellites. A moderate quality indicator is used in
the surface model based mask for the satellites with potential multipath interference.
The source image used in the image based mask generation is presented in figure
5. The orientation of the source image is not transformed to the navigation frame
so the upward direction in the image corresponds to the vehicle forward direction
instead of pointing North.

In theory, if all of the NLOS satellites are filtered out from the positioning
computations, the NLOS reception error will be eliminated from the solution. There
will however be left the part that results from multipath interference of the satellites
that are received via both LOS and NLOS propagation. Due to imperfections in
the satellite masking the effect will not naturally be 100% but if the masking is
able to exclude even most of the NLOS satellites the error will likely be mitigated
considerably. The idea in satellite masking is that mitigating an error source as
large as the NLOS reception will have positive impact on the performance of RTK
positioning, especially in urban canyons.

The ability to detect multipath interference areas is a feature in the DSM based
masking method which will be presented later. The information of the potential
multipath interference areas can be used to disregard the satellites that may contain
multipath interference errors from the positioning computations. Due to the small
magnitude of the said errors there is, however, a doubt whether or not it might be
beneficial to filter out the masked satellites, as it will lead to degradation of the
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satellite geometry. The multipath interference is also at least partially compensated
by the receivers utilizing Septentrio’s proprietary multipath mitigation technique
which should improve the quality of observations effected by multipath interference.

Mitigating the NLOS reception and multipath interference errors—especially the
NLOS reception—has potential to improve the RTK positioning performance by
eliminating large error sources hampering the positioning performance.

Digital surface models—commonly referred to as 3D models or city models—
contain georeferenced three dimensional models of the terrain and depending on the
model also possibly buildings, structures and trees [9]. The information contained in
the 3D models combined with known locations of GNSS satellites can be utilized to
identify satellite visibility conditions from a known location.

The 3D city models are all simplifications of the real-world object geometries
containing only static objects such as buildings and large structures and potentially
some other objects. The magnitude of simplification is quantified by level of detail
(LOD) of a given 3D model. The levels of detail defined in the CityGML standard [13]—
a standard defining information model for 3D representation of cities and landscape—
run from LOD0 to LOD4. LOD0 is the most generalized model while LOD4 is the
most accurate description of the real-world environment. LOD0 models contain
regional to landscape level data, LOD1 contains city to region scale information,
LOD2 is for city to city district level models, LOD3 is used for city district to exterior
architectural model level data, while the most accurate LOD4 level information
contains also interior architectural model level data [13].

The most useful LOD levels for satellite masking are levels from LOD0 to LOD2
as the extra details from higher LOD levels do not provide much extra benefit at
the cost of increased data size. LOD0 level data may also be unusable due to being
too generalized in details. In this project the used models are LOD1 consisting of
terrain and building information. The buildings in the used DSM are generalized to
rectangular boxes without dedicated roof structures.

Digital surface models are nowadays freely available in some areas and commer-
cially available on many other areas, but due to high costs of the model generation
there are many locations in which the models are not available. However, 3D city
models are often available in urban and dense urban areas. The models used in this
project are provided free of charge by the city of Helsinki in the Helsinki Region
Infoshare service [34].

The signal mask is generated from the DSM model by the means of ray tracing
which is a method of choice also in various other similar studies [62][42][29]. Ray
tracing originated from image generation needs in computer graphics but it can also
be used to model propagation of radio waves, such as GNSS signals [31]. Ray tracing
allows the path of GNSS signals to be estimated with great accuracy at the cost
of computational load. The computers are nowadays, however, able to handle the
computational load caused by the ray tracing, even in real time solutions.

The downside of the mask generation from digital surface models is that the
approximate location of the receiver must be known prior to the mask computation.
One solution for this is to calculate a dead reckoning solution from the latest PVT
solution. A dead reckoning solution can be computed as
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xk+1 = xk + vkt (19)
where xk is the receiver location at epoch k, vk is the receiver velocity at epoch k
and t is the time between epochs.

In the algorithm implemented in the ISMASK project, the mask generation
begins by initializing a mask with a certain number of individual pixels. In the tests
conducted in this work the used mask size was set to 500× 500 pixels. Each of these
pixels are mapped to a direction vector originating from the estimated position using
an equidistant fisheye projection in which angles of incidence are translated linearly
into radial distances, thereby preserving angle information needed in the ray-tracing
[53].

The mask pixel coordinates used here abide by the following convention: x-axis
is oriented from mask left to mask right, y-axis is oriented from mask bottom to
upwards, and origin being at the mask center. The direction (unit) vector x is
calculated from mask pixel coordinates by

x =

xy
z

 =


xpx
R

sin(φ)
ypx
R

sin(φ)
cos(φ)

 (20)

where

x contains x, y, and z coordinates of the direction unit vector

xpx is the pixel x-coordinate

ypx is the pixel y-coordinate

R is the radial distance from pixel to image center R =
√
x2

px + y2
px

φ is the angle between the real world point and the optical axis defined by φ = R√
npx/π

where
√
npx/π corresponds to the focal length of the projection.

A ray is then traced from the DSM model in the direction of the computed
direction vector. If the ray does not intersect the DSM model the pixel is assumed
to correspond to the visible sky. In a case that the ray intersects the model then
the pixel corresponds to an obstruction. Areas with potential multipath can be
computed by tracing a reflected ray from points of intersection. The direction in
which the reflected ray does not intersect the 3D model can then be classified as
possible multipath interference regions. Similar tracing of reflected rays can be done
for any number of possible intersections but due to attenuation of the reflected signals
the additional benefit might not outweigh the additional processing load caused by
extensive ray tracing. Multipath interference tracing is thereby limited in this work
to only first level intersections.

By processing each mask pixel in the described manner the computation results
in an obstruction mask consisting of visible, blocked and potential multipath areas.
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The obtained mask can then be used to filter unwanted satellites from the GNSS
processing.

The method of generating signal mask from 3D model described above is however
not the only possible way. The source of 3D model information does not have to be a
digital surface model, but can be for example a 3D geographic information system (3D
GIS) [17] or a 3D building model [45]. Different 3D information sources have different
characteristic advantages and disadvantages. The use of DSM provides a complete
description of the receiver surroundings—constrained by model LOD—providing a
large amount of information, some of which will be unnecessary. The disadvantage of
DSM is the size of data. The data used in this work required from 1 to 10 MB for 1
square kilometer sized model blocks depending on the complexity of the environment.
Assuming mean size of 5 MB per block the entire land area of the city of Helsinki
would require 1 GB storage.

Usage of signal masking in large areas requires a large amount of 3D data for
signal mask generation, causing eventually problems with storage capacity. While
the storage problem can be overcome by storing the 3D model data on the server
and downloading the required data on demand, another option is to pre-compute
signal masks and generate a grid of signal masks and use the pre-computed signal
masks instead of computing a new mask for each epoch. [23] The pre-computed mask
method degrades however mask accuracy, as very small grid spacing would cause
enormous amount of processing and also result in vast amounts of data. The DSM
storage size could be improved also by optimizing the 3D data for satellite masking
usage and by using data compression methods.

An alternative—or complementary—method to obstruction mask generation to
DSM derived masking is to use sky-facing images of GNSS antenna surroundings
as data source for obstruction masking. Provided the sky area is detected from the
image and camera orientation is known, the image can be used to generate a mask
of satellite visibility obstructions and visible sky.

The strengths of image derived masking compared to digital surface models is that
it does not require an estimated position, it is up to date, contains also non-static
obstructions such as large vehicles, and that it does not require additional data. The
masking requires however an attitude solution for the rover, daylight for imaging,
and perhaps the most demanding requirement is that it requires additional hardware
in the form of a camera in addition to possible additional hardware for attitude
determination.

In this work a standard digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera with circular
fisheye lens is used. The field of view of the used lens is 180° meaning that if pointing
approximately to zenith the whole sky above 10° elevation mask will be captured in
the image. In addition to the camera image, also attitude information of the image
is required for satellite masking. In this work the camera orientation is determined
from the GNSS-INS reference system which provides attitude solutions at 200 Hz
rate. Alternative options for attitude determination would include multi-antenna
GNSS setups and dedicated inertial navigation systems.

The camera zenith pointing condition is fulfilled with required accuracy on flat
surfaces. While roving around the city it is common that due to topography the
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camera will not be pointing directly in the zenith. While driving for example uphill
the camera will face slightly downwards of zenith causing parts of the mask in the
direction of the vehicle movement to not appear on the image. The areas left out
of the image are classified as undefined pixels and the corresponding satellites are
included in the processing unless some other information, i.e. 3D model based mask,
is available.

Image based masking has several requirements in addition to the camera orien-
tation. First the image needs to be divided to pixels corresponding to sky and to
pixels corresponding to obstructions. The process of determining which pixels are to
be masked and which are not is referred to as sky detection. After sky detection, the
masking information needs to be transformed from image pixel coordinate system to
mask coordinate system. The process of mapping each image pixel coordinates to
mask pixel coordinates—or equivalently to azimuth and elevation—requires calibra-
tion of the used camera system. In fact, for any metric information to be obtained
from 2D images, the camera system needs to be calibrated. [52]

Camera calibration refers here to a calibration of the camera intrinsic parameters
which are required in order to map image pixels to directions. The imaging function—
mapping each pixel to a direction—is described by coefficients of a Taylor series
expansion which are estimated in the calibration process. Camera calibration used
in this work is done with OCamCalib: Omnidirectional Camera Calibration Toolbox
for Matlab presented by Scaramuzza et al. [52] and extended by Scaramuzza et al.
[50] and Scaramuzza [51]. The toolbox works in Matlab and allows calibration of
cameras with fisheye lenses.

The calibration is performed by using images of a planar checkerboard pattern.
The toolbox includes automatic corner point extraction for the pattern which auto-
mates the calibration process by a great deal. The calibration used in this work has
in total five different sets of outputs. The first output set are polynomial coefficients
of the image mapping function, mapping each pixel to a direction vector on the unit
sphere centered at the single effective view point of the camera system. The second
output are polynomial coefficients of the inverse mapping function mapping each
unit sphere direction to a pair of image pixel coordinates. The third output are
image center coordinates. The last output are parameters of an affine transformation
which consists of corrections to errors in the digitizing process and small errors in
alignment of the camera axes [52].

The camera calibration has to be performed only once for the camera and the
calibration values can then be saved and used later. In addition to intrinsic calibration,
also extrinsic calibration could be performed to obtain precise camera orientation
parameters but in this work the extrinsic calibration was not performed. Instead
of the extrinsic calibration, the camera was installed in the test campaign in a way
that the orientation is known with the required accuracy level.

Image processing starts with the standard fisheye JPEG image, an example of
which can be seen in figure 3. There are various different methods to perform the
sky detection. The different sky detection techniques utilize different aspects of the
source images. Arguably simplest of the algorithms use only RGB color values of
each pixel to determine if it matches the presumed color of the sky [30]. Information
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such as color and texture or mathematical morphology can also be used [4]. Sky
detection algorithms often simplify the original image to reduce computing load and
take advantage of homogeneous regions in the images by performing a segmentation
of some sort to the images. Segmentation methods such as k-means clustering have
been used on satellite detection [4]. In this study a superpixel clustering method is
adapted to sky detection providing sufficient computational load along with robust
superpixel generation sky detection.

Superpixels are pixel groups in which perceptually meaningful regions of the image
are used to replace individual pixels [1]. These groups preserve among other features
also the boundary of sky regions. There are various different superpixeling methods
with different advantages and disadvantages. In this study, the simple linear iterative
clustering (SLIC) superpixeling method is adapted. SLIC is an adaptation of k-means
clustering with mainly improvement in computational performance and control of
resulting superpixel characteristics [1]. For more on SLIC and other superpixeling
methods see for example Achanta et al. [1].

All sky detection related image processing operations are performed in CIELAB
color space in which the traditional RGB color components are transformed to L,
a, and b components. The L component corresponds to lightness while the a and
b components are two color opponent dimensions [55, pp. 30–32]. The used SLIC
algorithm is implemented in CIELAB color space by default—or more correctly the
algorithm transforms RGB images to CIELAB color space for segmentation.

The general logic behind the implemented sky detection algorithm follows the
algorithm presented by Kostolansky [35] which is also performed in CIELAB color
space. Consequently, the algorithm is performed in CIELAB color space. The general
logic of algorithm follows the following logic:

1. Generate superpixels with SLIC algorithm

2. Find out mean color value for each superpixel

3. Calculate statistics using mean colors of superpixel

4. Calculate threshold for superpixel clustering from statistics

5. Merge adjacent superpixels to larger clusters using the calculated threshold

6. Determine which merged cluster corresponds to sky area.

After the image is divided to a number of superpixels these superpixels are then
clustered to larger superpixel clusters using a simple method iterating through all
superpixels and checking whether or not the color distance between neighboring
superpixels is below calculated threshold. The color distance d between superpixels
1 and 2 is given by

d =
√

(L1 − L2)2 + (a1 − a2)2 + (b1 − b2)2 (21)
where Li, ai, and bi are the L, a, and b color component values of superpixel i,
respectively.
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The threshold required for superpixel merging requires an initial guess of potential
sky area. In this work the assumed sky region is a small square area in the image
center with the length of the side of the square being 0.3 times the radius of the
circular fisheye image area. The threshold T for superpixel clustering is determined
from color distances between neighboring superpixels by

T = (dsky + (dall − dsky)C1)C2 (22)
where

dsky is the mean color distance between neighboring superpixels in the assumed sky
region

dall is the mean color distance between neighboring superpixels in entire image but
disregarding 30% of the lowest distances

C1 and C2 are constants defined empirically using the values from Kostolansky [35]
as a baseline, in this work the constants C1 and C2 were set to 0.1 and 2.3,
respectively.

The clustering yields a clustered image in which nearby superpixels are merged
together based on their color similarity in CIELAB color space. The clustering
threshold is designed to separate sky from obstructions regardless of sky color in all
kinds of conditions be the weather either sunny, cloudy, or partially cloudy. The
sky cluster is determined to be the cluster with most pixels inside the assumed sky
region.

The sky will not, however, likely be contained in a single cluster due to inhomo-
geneous composition of the sky. For instance, the Sun will often burn out the image
resulting in large color distance to the rest of the sky. In order to compensate for
this, all clusters enclosed inside the borders of the sky region are merged to the sky
cluster. This newly formed sky cluster will then be classified as open sky and the
pixels outside of this cluster will be classified as obstructions. The resulting image
which contains pixels classified as sky areas and obstructions is referred to as masked
image.

A flow diagram of the sky detection algorithm is presented in figure 6. The
captured image is processed with the algorithm described here to a masked image in
which image pixels are replaced by pixels containing masking status of each pixel, i.e.
the information if pixel is part of sky cluster or not. In this way the status is set to
visible for all pixels in sky cluster and to blocked for all other pixels.

After the masked image is generated, the obstruction mask generation is performed
by transforming the masking information to a mask structure with a different
coordinate system. The transformation goes by converting each mask pixel to a
direction vector originating from unknown user location. The direction vector is
then transformed to image pixel coordinates using the known attitude of the camera
and obtained calibration parameters, namely the inverse mapping function. The
obstruction status of the mask pixel will then be set to the status of masked image
pixel before proceeding to the next mask pixel.
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Figure 6: Flowchart of sky detection algorithm

2.4 GNSS-INS reference system
The performance of the masking system used in the ISMASK project will be assessed
using a reference solution obtained with a reference navigation system. The idea
in reference system is to provide presumably higher level accuracy in the used
environments than the standard RTK accuracy of the GNSS receivers used. In the
test campaign a Trimble MX-2 mobile mapping system was used as the reference
system.

Inertial navigation systems provide an independent navigation solution by means
of dead reckoning from accelerometer and gyroscope measurements. Inertial naviga-
tion systems are self-contained systems able to function without relying on external
data after the system has been initialized. The ability to provide an independent
navigation solution has made inertial navigation an integral part of aviation and
modern warfare as planes and tactical missiles for example require reliable navigation
data [65]. An important characterization of inertial navigation systems is that the
errors in solutions are time-correlated and grow in time due to accumulation of errors
in successive inertial measurements [26, p. 7].

An INS consists of an inertial measurement unit and a computer system that
computes a navigation solution from the measurements and initial states. An
inertial measurement unit (IMU) incorporates (typically) three accelerometer and
three gyroscope sensors mounted in an orthogonal triad measuring acceleration and
rotation of the navigating body.

Navigation with inertial measurement systems relies on a well-known relationship
between position, velocity, and linear acceleration [22, pp. 10–11]

v(t) = v(t0) +
∫ t

t0
a(s)ds , (23)

x(t) = x(t0) +
∫ t

t0
v(s)ds . (24)

From the equations 23 and 24 we can see that position can be determined if the
initial position and velocity along with subsequent linear accelerations are known.
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Initial position and velocity are initial states which are needed from an external source
as they cannot be measured with inertial measurement systems. IMU accelerometers
are used to measure the linear accelerations required in equation 23. In order to use
the linear accelerations in a real implementation they would have to be measured
in a non-topocentric reference system which IMU is not as the linear accelerations
are measured relative to the navigating body. To overcome this problem, the
linear acceleration measurements are accompanied with attitude measurements. The
orientation of the navigating body and therefore also the measured linear accelerations
are measured with gyroscopes in IMUs. By combining these two measurements a
dead reckoning solution may be calculated.

As we see from equations 23 and 24 the accelerations—measurements from an
accelerometer—must be integrated twice. Accelerometers are subject to noise which
causes errors in the measurements which grow as function of t2 due to the integrations.
In addition to the accelerometers, also gyroscopes suffer from noisy measurements.
Gyroscope errors also grow in time but as a function of t3. [18, p. 158]. The growth
of errors leads to accumulation of said errors and consequently to degradation of
the obtained position. Instability of the navigation solution is a major drawback in
inertial navigation.

The performance of inertial navigation systems depends on the quality of used
inertial sensors. The extremely high cost of high-end inertial sensors is one of the
largest drawbacks of the technology. An estimate from 2013 valued inertial navigation
systems which are able to provide a meaningful navigation solution without external
aiding for more than few minutes after initialization to approximately 80 000 € [26,
p. 559].

The strengths and weaknesses in GNSS and INS systems complement each other
which provides a major advantage for an integrated navigation system combining
GNSS and INS sensors. The integrated navigation system consisting of GNSS and
INS is able to provide a better navigation solution than either of the subsystems alone.
[22, p. 30]. The performance of a GNSS system can increase in all normally used
metrics: accuracy, integrity, continuity and availability [19, p. 9]. Integration also
increases the bandwidth of the navigation solution compared to the GNSS solution
and provides the GNSS user with orientation information [18, p. 162]. GNSS can
also provide the inertial navigation system with initial states which the system is
unable to measure. The increase in performance when compared to a GNSS only
receiver is the most obvious in situations where the sky is temporarily not visible
as self-contained INS can provide a navigation solution for a limited time during a
GNSS outage.

There are different ways to integrate GNSS and INS systems offering different
combinations of strengths and weaknesses of the combined systems. The selection
of integration method depends on the used hardware and navigation requirements.
Integration architectures may differ in many aspects. Different implementation
schemes are divided often into three different types: loosely, tightly and ultra-tightly
coupled integration [26, pp. 560–562].

The most fundamental difference between different integration architectures is
the type of data (measurements) used from the GNSS receiver for navigation solution
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computation. Tighter architectures take advantage of INS data at an earlier stage
of GNSS processing or deeper inside the receiver architecture. Loosely coupled
integration combines a GNSS PVT solution with inertial measurements providing
virtually two solutions: a GNSS solution and a combined solution. Tightly coupled
integration combines GNSS observations—code and carrier phase measurements—
with INS acceleration and angular velocity measurements. Ultratightly coupled
integration is performed at a level where INS is practically included in the GNSS
receiver, as the INS measurements are incorporated at signal tracking level into the
system. [26, pp. 560–562]

The tightly coupled integration—such as the one used in Trimble MX-2—provides
improved accuracy when compared to the accuracy of the individual systems and also
when compared to the loosely coupled integration. The integration also improves
continuity, availability, and robustness of the system compared to standalone GNSS
due to being able to withstand outages. A tightly integrated system has also a benefit
of being able to aid inertial measurements with less than 4 GNSS satellites which
would be required for a GNSS solution in loosely coupled integration hence providing
greater availability in obstructed areas. [18, p. 162–165] The ability to perform in low
visibility conditions such as urban canyons or other heavily obstructed areas makes
the tight integration architecture well suitable for use cases in such environments as
is the case in this study.

The navigation system in Trimble MX-2 is able to provide a reliable reference
solution for used RTK solutions as the system is able to perform in difficult satellite
navigation environments than the RTK-only positioning. The difference in solution
quality is significant especially in heavily obstructed environments such as the urban
canyons on dense urban areas.

Despite better performance in obstructed environments the integrated GNSS-INS
navigation system requires good satellite visibility from time to time. If the GNSS
solution is lost the system might require a stop in a good visibility location to improve
the solution quality. The length of such outages without acceptable GNSS solution
is dependent on the quality of used INS. The Trimble MX-2 system should be able
to handle GNSS outages lasting a few minutes but longer periods without sufficient
satellite visibility are bound to cause problems if the system is wanted to provide a
solution with accuracy higher than the nominal RTK accuracy. These considerations
are taken into account in planning and execution of the test campaign.

2.5 Related studies
The large magnitude of NLOS and multipath interference errors in combination with
the increase in the number of available satellites due to development of the Galileo
and BeiDou constellations has led to a great deal of research on satellite selection
and filtering algorithms. Many studies are focused on urban and dense urban areas
as the multipath interference and NLOS reception are dominant error sources in
such environments. Using aiding information such as 3D models has become popular
in recent years [29], while also other aiding methods like fisheye cameras have been
studied [58].
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Most of the research on NLOS reception and multipath interference mitigation
using methodologies similar to the ones used in this work is done in the context of
code based positioning. Code and carrier phase based positioning methods differ in
the ways the NLOS reception and multipath mitigation affect positioning, such as
multipath interference errors in carrier tracking being bounded by a quarter of used
wavelength. The accuracy levels of the positioning methods are also vastly different
resulting in different magnitudes of the errors in question. However, the way in which
cameras and 3D models are used is essentially identical between studies focusing on
either of the positioning modes.

3D models have been utilized in the determination of the GNSS multipath
environment for almost 10 years. Prediction of the satellite availability from 3D
models with successful implementation was presented by Bradbury et al. [9]. The
possibilities of 3D models in GNSS performance evaluation in terms of availability,
integrity and precision have then been assessed in more detail [62]. The studies have
shown that 3D models can reliably be used to evaluate visibility of GNSS satellites.

Different kinds of 3D models, including DSMs, along with camera based systems
have been utilized in NLOS satellite masking. 3D GIS based information has been
used to detect and filter NLOS satellites providing improvement in positioning
accuracy, especially when used with an integrated GNSS-INS navigation system [17].

NLOS detection and exclusion using 3D building models combined with road
maps has been shown to improve performance of code based positioning in the context
of vehicular positioning. The positioning performance was improved in terms of both
integrity and accuracy. The NLOS filtering had a positive impact on the positioning
solutions in different navigation setups consisting of GPS-only, GPS and GLONASS,
and GPS-INS integrations. [44][45] It has been found that accuracy of combined code
based GNSS positioning and vehicle odometry system does not improve with 3D
model based NLOS satellite masking compared to SNR based satellite filtering unless
the positioning system was augmented by map aiding in addition to the odometry
[46]. The map aiding method used in the study used geometric information of the
road stored in GIS to estimate vehicle motion.

Filtering NLOS satellites with the obstruction masks derived from images have
also been studied. A masking with a far infrared camera in RTK positioning was
found to be able to improve solution quality by mitigating large (blunder) position
errors. The border between sky and obstructions is more distinctly visible on infrared
images than on visible light images easing the sky detection. The system was able to
improve RTK positioning accuracy also in static conditions in addition to kinematic
conditions. [40]

A GNSS integrity monitoring solution for an integrated GNSS-INS navigation
system utilizing a visible light fisheye video camera and vector delay/frequency lock
loop [36] is also proposed [56]. The robustness of the system is based on the concept
of the camera allowing exclusion of the NLOS satellites and vector delay/frequency
lock loop enabling mitigation of multipath interference. The combined effect enhances
position with respect to two different error sources.

The camera based NLOS satellite filtering method has also been studied in RTK
positioning usage [58]. In the study the (visible light) camera images were used in
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conjunction with odometer data in order to perform visual odometry from which
the camera orientation was obtained. The sky detection utilized also the known
location of assumed LOS satellites in order to compute a likely sky area contrary to
the constant region used in this work. The masking method was found to improve
RTK fix ratio from 58.9 % to 61.2 % and to increase positioning accuracy.

Ray tracing on 3D models enable accurate computation of the whole path of
GNSS signals. The NLOS errors arise from the delay caused by extra distance
the signal has traversed due to indirect path between transmitter and receiver. By
tracing the path from receiver to obstruction and further on to the transmitting
satellite, the distance error in satellite-receiver range can be computed and NLOS
reception error compensated. This kind of method in code based GNSS positioning
has been demonstrated and found to improve accuracy and reduce integrity risk in
positioning solutions [42][5]. The difference in range measurement accuracy between
code- and phase based positioning means that the results from studies on code based
positioning are not applicable to phase based positioning such as RTK.

A different approach to the GNSS navigation in urban canyons is so-called shadow
matching presented first by Groves [25]. Shadow matching aims to improve GNSS
positioning accuracy in urban canyons by utilizing the invisible satellites as an
additional information source. The logic in shadow matching is that we can use a 3D
model to predict which satellites should be visible on different locations and compare
this information with the observed satellites to determine where the observed and
predicted visibilities match. Shadow matching is particularly suitable for improving
cross-street accuracy of code based GNSS positioning in urban canyons [23][28][63].
It has not, however, been studied in the context of carrier phase based positioning.

3D models can also be used to aid GNSS positioning in different ways. One
possibility is so-called height aiding in which the height information obtained from
a DSM or height database is used to generate a virtual range measurement from
the center of the Earth to the location defined by estimated horizontal position and
height from the external source. Height aiding has been found to improve observation
geometry and as a result also accuracy of position solutions in code based positioning.
[3][27]

3D models and camera data can be used also as a direct positioning source
augmenting the other navigation sensors when needed. A system combining code
based GPS, INS, camera, and 3D GIS has been presented and tested by Cappelle
et al. [12]. The system tries to match the camera image to a position in a 3D GIS
to provide correction data for INS when the GNSS signals are unavailable. The
combined system aims to improve availability of position solutions in the absence of
GNSS signals instead of just improving the existing GNSS solution.

Despite the research carried out on NLOS and multipath interference mitigation in
recent years, the feasibility and performance of external data aided RTK positioning
is still somewhat an open question. The following chapters present methodology
and results obtained in the ISMASK project with the goal being answering the open
questions.
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3 Research material and methods
The satellite obstruction masking system developed in the ISMASK project—referred
to as ISMASK system—was thoroughly evaluated in the ISMASK project. The
system can be divided into two parts: ISMASK software and ISMASK test bench.
The next chapter gives an overview of how the ISMASK system functions in the
context of the two parts. After the system overview the test campaign in which the
ISMASK system was evaluated is presented. Finally, the methodologies used in the
analysis are described.

3.1 ISMASK system
As stated above the ISMASK system studied in this thesis consists of software and
hardware parts. The whole system was developed during the project using both
commercial-of-the-self (COTS) and custom solutions developed for this particular
project.

A high level overview of the processing steps in the ISMASK software is presented
in figure 7. The software begins by initializing GNSS processing software and loading
required data such as 3D models. The RTK processing is performed in a loop in
which the software calculates first a RTK positioning solution for an epoch. After
processing the first epoch the software generates an obstruction mask for the next
epoch using selected data source for the mask. The generated obstruction mask is
then applied to the set of available satellites in next epoch filtering out unwanted
satellites. The loop continues by processing the next epoch using a new, possibly
filtered, set of satellites. The ISMASK software can consequentially, be dived into
three separate sections: obstruction mask calculation, signal filtering, and RTK
processing. The three sections are each represented by a box in the figure.

Initialize processing software

Calculate epoch RTK solution

Generate obstruction masks for next epoch

Filter next epoch satellites with the mask

Figure 7: ISMASK software processing overview

The ISMASK software uses the obstruction masking data either from only the
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images, only 3D models, or from both sources, to process the RTK GNSS solutions.
The software takes the GNSS and masking data as input, generates the signal masks,
filters out the satellites, and processes the GNSS solutions with filtered satellites
outputting the newly generated solution.

The software side consists of readily available parts and parts developed for
the purposes of the ISMASK project. The main COTS portion of the software
is the RTK processing software package. The initial choice for RTK processing
software was the software developed by receiver manufacturer Septentrio, due to easy
integration with used receivers and flexible processing due to provided application
programming interface (API). The Septentrio processing software is called Septentrio
Post Processing Software Development Kit (PPSDK), for more information about
the software see Septentrio website [43].

At the time of the project, Septentrio PPSDK was, however, unable to use Galileo
satellites in RTK positioning. Assessment of signal masking in the context of Galileo
enabled positioning was an important aspect in the project—due to ESA being
funder of the project—causing a problem for RTK processing with only Septentrio
PPSDK. In order to accommodate Galileo satellites to the project, RTKLIB was
selected as a second GNSS processing software package. RTKLIB is an open source
RTK processing software available on the Internet [59].

As open-source software RTKLIB has a lot of differences compared to the pro-
prietary Septentrio PPSDK. The open nature of RTKLIB means that the used
algorithms can be inspected by anyone and are mostly documented, while the algo-
rithms used by the Septentrio software are disclosed only very briefly and in little
detail. It can also be assumed that the Septentrio software is optimized for the use
with Septentrio hardware. Septentrio PPSDK can also take advantage of extra data
recorded by the Septentrio receivers such as multipath estimates recorded by APME+
which presumably are used to allow more advanced positioning algorithms than the
ones implemented in more general software such as RTKLIB.

One of the biggest differences in the two GNSS processing software is that
RTKLIB is unable to reliably resolve integer ambiguities for GLONASS satellites due
to GLONASS inter-frequency biases, resulting from the use of different receivers for
rover and base station. Septentrio PPSDK uses their own proprietary techniques to
calibrate the inter-frequency biases and therefore is able to resolve ambiguities also
for GLONASS satellites. The resulting scenario is that Septentrio PPSDK can use
GPS and GLONASS satellites for all solutions and GPS, GLONASS, and Galileo for
non-RTK solutions, while RTKLIB can use all three constellations but does not fix
GLONASS integer ambiguities. As a result, considerably fewer satellites in RTKLIB
RTK mode can be fixed, which leads to inferior performance in terms of the quality
of fixed solutions compared to Septentrio PPSDK.

Most of the processing options that could be configured by the user such as
elevation masks were set to identical values for both processing applications in order
to have as similar characteristics as possible between the solutions of the two software
packages.

The developed ISMASK software generates signal masks from the sky-view image
and DSM data as described in section 2.3 and applies these masks to the set of
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available signals. The processing software uses the set of good quality signals to
compute RTK solutions. This software structure enables comparing the effect of the
filtered solution to the unfiltered solutions processed otherwise in a similar manner as
the masking and filtering phase may be configured to use different masking methods
or no masking at all.

The obstruction mask can be generated from images or DSM, 3D model based
generation providing two different methods for mask generation; with and without
masking of multipath interference areas. In addition to these three methods there
is also a fourth possibility for masking as the image and DSM based masks can be
combined. A fifth testing mode for the system is to run without mask calculation
phase at all and use all available satellites for input to GNSS processing software.
In this work the five alternative test modes are evaluated with the goal being
identification of the optimal method for mask generation.

It can be hypothesized that the multipath interference masking may not be
beneficial to the positioning performance, especially in obstructed environments
such as urban and dense urban areas, due to the small magnitude of the multipath
interference errors and pre-existing (receiver based) multipath mitigation. The
masking will, besides mitigate multipath errors, also degrade the observation geometry
in already obstructed environments. DSM based mask generation will be used in with
and without multipath interference masking modes in order to obtain information
on the effect of such masking modes.

Obstruction masks can be visualized as sky-plot like images in which every pixel
is assigned a visibility value based on the data obtained from the mask source. In
the ISMASK software four different values were used for the pixels: good, moderate,
blocked, and undefined visibility. In image based masking the values can be good,
blocked, or undefined. Good and blocked being self-explanatory and undefined used
for pixels that don’t appear on the image due to camera not pointing zenith. DSM
based masks consist of the same three values, but in multipath interference masking
mode the multipath interference areas are mapped with moderate quality. The mask
can be set to undefined for example if the estimated position falls inside of a building.

Moderate quality pixels are blocked from the PVT computations unless the a-
priori quality estimators of the PVT solution don’t meet the required level. A-priori
quality of the solution is estimated with PDOP and the number of available satellites.
The limit for exclusion of moderate quality satellites was set to DOP larger than
three and number of satellites to at least 5 plus one for each used constellation for
which at least one satellite being is tracked. The goal of the quality estimators is to
avoid masking satellites that might contribute to NLOS or multipath interference
errors but at the same time are vital to the observation geometry or otherwise needed
in PVT computation. The set levels are relatively high which is intended to reduce
over-aggressive satellite filtering due to imprecisions in the masking process.

Image and DSM based masks can be combined to form a hybrid mask by utilizing
data from both sources. DSM masks are, however, used only in the non-multipath
interference masking mode to avoid complications with moderate quality pixels. The
mask combination in the ISMASK software is implemented at the mask level, meaning
that the obstruction masks are generated in the same manner as when processing
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with a single data source and the generated masks are then combined by comparing
the visibility values of each mask pixel and setting the value to blocked if it is blocked
on both masks. If a pixel is blocked only in one mode and visible on another mode,
the pixel is set to moderate quality in the combined mask. Moderate quality areas
function otherwise similarly to the multipath interference areas, meaning that they
are blocked from the PVT computations unless the a-priori quality estimators of the
PVT solution don’t meet the required level. Pixels that are undefined in one mask,
due to for example camera not pointing directly at zenith or missing 3D model, are
set to the value of the other mask. This combination technique is less strict than an
alternative implementation method which would block pixels that are blocked on
either of the masks. The less-strict version was deemed to be more suitable because
too strict filtering will likely cause problems in environments with a small number of
available satellites.

After the mask is generated using the chosen method, an additional smoothing
is applied to the mask in the form of a median filter. This filtering is intended to
reduce the mask noise. This noise arises from the source data and is most evident
in multipath interference masking with 3D models. Digital surface models are a
simplification of real world object geometry causing dubious results in ray tracing
from more complex surfaces, especially from curved surfaces such as smokestacks.
The use of a median filter improves the quality of the generated masks by removing
noise in many such cases. The median filter compares values of neighboring mask
pixels and sets the value of a pixel to the median of the chosen number of nearby
pixels. In the ISMASK project the median filter radius was set to 5 pixels. The
radius of said median filter was determined empirically by comparing the results of
RTK processing using different radius values and choosing the one which provides
the best results.

After mask generation the signal masks are applied to the observation data. The
signal filtering process starts with checking the visibility value of signal mask in the
direction of each visible satellite. Each satellite in blocked and moderate areas is
then filtered out, either by sending an exclude satellite command to the PPSDK
software or by removing the corresponding observation from the RINEX observation
file in RTKLIB processing. The difference in filtering between the two software
packages comes from the different capabilities of the two packages. If the a-priori
quality estimators of the PVT solution are on a suitable level, the RTK processing
starts with either of the two software. Should the quality estimation fail to provide
sufficient accuracy, the moderate quality satellites are included and another quality
check is performed. In a case that the quality estimation is still not on required level,
all satellites are included in the computation.

Obstruction masking, especially from sky-view images, has a potential risk in too
aggressive filtering when passing an object momentarily from close-by. For example,
light posts or trees next to the road might cause filtering to exclude satellites behind
the obstructions for a single epoch. The single epoch filtering might unnecessarily
require operations such as ambiguity resolution to start from nothing and therefore
degrade solution quality. In the tests performed in this work, an additional step
was included before the satellite exclusion to prevent too aggressive filtering in such
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instances by requiring each satellite to be obstructed in at least two continuous
epochs before excluding them from the RTK processing. The two epoch requirement
was a result of small scale empirical tests in which the two epochs was determined to
be an optimal value.

After the ISMASK software has determined the best set of satellites the processing
moves to RTK processing in either RTKLIB or Septentrio PPSDK software. The two
software packages are used for the same function of RTK processing but there are
differences in the processing algorithms. The nature of the software is also different
as PPSDK is proprietary software sold by Septentrio whereas RTKLIB is free open
source software developed by volunteers.

In order to assess how does the signal obstruction masking implemented in the
ISMASK software affect the RTK positioning performance, the system was tested
in a test campaign. The test campaign required for a test bench to be built. The
ISMASK test bench contains the hardware equipment necessary for collecting the
test data in the ISMASK project. The majority of test equipment was installed to a
car which is used to collect the test data. In addition to the equipment installed to a
car, also an additional GNSS receiver acting as a RTK base station belongs to the
test bench.

The ISMASK test bench consists of following equipment:

• base station GNSS receiver (Septentrio PolaRx-5)

• base station GNSS antenna (Septentrio PolaNt-x MF)

• rover GNSS receiver (Septentrio AsteRx-U HDC)

• rover GNSS antenna (Septentrio PolaNt-x MF)

• camera system (Canon EOS-70D with Sigma 4.5mm f/2.8 EX DC Circular
Fisheye lens)

• reference navigation system (Trimble MX-2)

• laptop controlling the measurement system

• power source for the laptop and the GNSS receiver.

The test bench installed to the rover vehicle roof rack is presented in figure 8.
The camera is connected to the operating laptop with a USB cable and the ISMASK
antenna is connected to the ISMASK receiver with a standard coaxial antenna cable.
The parts of the reference navigation system that are installed to the vehicle roof
are connected to power source and operating laptop with corresponding cables.

The rover equipment was installed in a car roof rack as depicted in figure 8. The
base of the installation was a long beam, which is a part of the reference navigation
system. In addition to the reference system equipment, also the ISMASK camera and
rover antenna were attached to the same beam allowing installation of all equipment
to a parallel line in the vehicle movement direction.
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Figure 8: Test bench installed to the rover vehicle

The GNSS receiver used in the mobile measurement system is a Septentrio
AsteRx-U HDC receiver. The receiver is a geodetic grade high accuracy GNSS
receiver with 544 tracking channels and capability to track all known and future
signals from GPS, GLONASS and Galileo. The receiver includes also advanced
algorithms for multipath mitigation (APME+) and performance enhancement in
elevated ionospheric activity. The receiver was powered in the test campaign by a
leisure battery with capacity comparable to that of a car battery. The GNSS receiver
was be set up to operate in rover mode while logging all observations and other
available data with 1 Hz frequency to internal memory of the receiver in Septentrio
Binary Format (.SBF file extension). SBF-files can be processed with Septentrio
PPSDK as such and converted to RINEX format for RTKLIB processing.

In addition to logging the GNSS observation data the receiver was also set to use
RTK positioning during the test campaign. RTK positioning is not actually needed
for the analysis as it is done in post-processing; however, the RTK solution provides
additional data on the GNSS navigation environment during the test campaign. The
information was used to estimate the quality of the reference solution in order to be
able to determine if short stops should be made in good visibility areas during the
test runs to increase the quality of said reference solution. The outputs of the rover
receiver are SBF files.

The measurement camera system consists of a Sigma Circular Fisheye lens and
Canon EOS 70D DSLR camera body. The camera is attached to an angle iron
which is in turn attached to a camera mounting plank. The camera needs to be
mounted facing upward as accurately as possible. The camera is connected to the
controlling laptop running an image capturing software which, in addition to image
capturing, also logs accurate timestamps for the images. The images need to be taken
as close to second ticks as possible in order to guarantee that generated signal masks
match GNSS processing epochs. The method of time synchronization with image
timestamps and other measurements was performed by using accurate time data from
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the GNSS base receiver which was set up to act as a network time protocol (NTP)
time server. Outputs of camera system are the sky facing images and timestamp file
linking each image with accurate timing information.

The rough accuracy of image timestamping was evaluated by performing a small
test. The test was done prior to the test campaign by receiving a NMEA $GPZDA
sentence from the base station receiver via Internet in the same manner that was used
in the test campaign. The received $GPZDA sentence contains UTC date and time
information in centisecond (1/100 second) resolution. The received time information
was displayed on a computer screen which was photographed with the camera in
the same way as the image capturing was done in the measurement campaign. The
difference in time information between the image timestamps and NMEA time was
then compared. 20 image epochs were captured in total and the differences from
these epochs are presented in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Timestamp accuracy with respect to GPS NMEA time

The mean difference between these time sources was 50 milliseconds while the
extremes are below 200 milliseconds. A 200 millisecond timing error would cause an
error of 4 meters when driving 80 km/h which would distort the generated mask by
a potentially noticeable amount. The test velocities are mostly lower than 80 km/h
and the errors are not as large as 200 milliseconds in general so the average location
errors due to timing inaccuracy are likely well below meter level which is within
limits of required accuracy for the mask location. The accuracy of this comparison
method is not assessed in more detail as the goal of the test was to find out a rough
level for the timestamp accuracies.

The Trimble MX-2 mobile mapping system equipped with a Trimble AP20
GNSS-Inertial navigation system acted as the reference system providing accurate
positioning data from the test campaign. The GNSS-INS reference system was used
not only to provide an accurate reference positioning solution but also to provide
orientation information for the camera. The final outputs of the reference system
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are the post-processed navigation solution shifted to the position of the ISMASK
rover antenna including the vehicle position and orientation data.

The Trimble AP20 navigation system integrates a GPS and GLONASS capable
GNSS receiver with an inertial navigation system in a tightly coupled manner. The
reference system was equipped with two GNSS antennas which can be used to
estimate attitude using a GPS azimuth measurement system (GAMS) and thereby
provide a more accurate navigation solution. The system did not incorporate a
distance measurement instrument (DMI)—often used in such setups—which could
have assisted the navigation solution processing in heavily obstructed environments.

The collection of the reference data set some constraints to the test drives as the
integrated GNSS inertial navigation system requires updates from GNSS data in
order to estimate and correct the drift that occurs due to the accumulation of errors
in the inertial measurements. The prevention of the drift phenomenon required to
make stops when coming to areas with good sky visibility from the most heavily
obstructed urban canyons. The drift related errors were most apparent on the dense
urban areas where the longest sections with very poor satellite visibility lasted over
five minutes.

The GNSS reference base station was set up on the roof of the SSF office building.
The receiver served as a base station for the RTK processing. The GNSS receiver
on the reference station—Septentrio PolaRx5—was set to observe and log all GNSS
frequencies supported by the rover receiver: GPS (L1, L2 and L5), GLONASS (L1,
L2 and L3), Galileo (E1, E5 and E6) at 1 Hz frequency. The used receiver is a
geodetic grade receiver intended for base station usage. It features the same number
of tracking channels and most of the same algorithms as the used GNSS rover receiver.
Data was saved to the Septentrio Binary format as was the case also with the rover
receiver.

The sky view from the SSF office building is very good with little to no obstructions.
The coordinates for the base station mounting were calculated using the Trimnet
CORS (Continuously Operating Reference Station) network operated by Geotrim
guaranteeing reasonably accurate base station coordinates. The SSF office is located
10 kilometers from the Helsinki center and as such provides a typical RTK baseline
length to densely built urban areas near Helsinki center. Rover RTK positioning
during the test campaign required also differential corrections to be broadcast from
the base station. The transmission of correction data was performed over the Internet.
Output of the rover receiver is the SBF-file containing reference station data.

Prior to the actual measurement campaign preliminary tests were carried out
with the ISMASK system in order to verify that all parts of the software and test
bench are working properly. The tests included a similar system setup as was used
in the test campaign, but with the difference that the test bench did not include the
reference navigation system. The ISMASK system was found to be working properly
and ready for the measurement campaign.
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3.2 Test campaign
The test campaign was designed to be as comprehensive as possible with the project
constraints in mind; the largest constraint is set by the available budget as the used
reference system (Trimble MX-2) is very expensive to rent. In order to minimize the
renting costs, the whole test campaign was conducted during a single day. The other
limiting factor is set by the time available for the data analysis stage. A one-day
test campaign provides reasonably extensive tests while still not exceeding project
limitations.

The tests were conducted using pre-determined test routes in varying environments.
The test routes cover urban areas, dense urban areas and the highway environment.
Urban and dense urban areas especially contain a lot of difficult GNSS navigation
environments mostly in form of urban canyons. The test campaign was divided to
three separate test routes, each in distinct satellite navigation environment: highway,
urban, and dense urban. The test campaign was also divided in time to two sessions—
morning and afternoon—in both of which the three routes were driven once. Between
the morning and afternoon drives there was an approximately three-hour gap for
each of the routes. The test campaign contained therefore 6 test drives in all totaling
roughly 2.5 hours of recorded data.

Although the urban canyons in Helsinki are not as steep as on larger metropolitan
areas of the world, the visibility of the sky is very restricted on the dense urban
route due to the majority of the route lying on narrow streets. Narrow streets with
medium height buildings on the sides provide quite substantial sky-view obstructions
resulting in a challenging satellite navigation environment. The location of Helsinki
on high latitudes (approximately 60°N) further on reduces satellite visibility posing
challenges for positioning performance.

The reference navigation system used for the ground truth reference solution
generation imposes additional requirements for the test routes. The quality of the
reference solution degrades in time due to accumulation of inertial measurement errors
when the system is unable to provide GNSS solutions. In order to improve quality of
the reference solution, places with good sky visibility were added to the routes in the
most difficult navigation environments. Short stops in these good visibility locations
allow the reference system to improve solution quality and mitigate the accumulated
errors. These stops obviously make the route easier also for the ISMASK RTK system
in addition to the reference navigation system. This has the side effect of improving
3D model based mask generation which requires initial position estimates. If the
initial position is not an accurate one—as is the case with non-RTK solutions—the
signal mask has a risk of being calculated on a wrong location. A wrong mask
location will then in result degrade the accuracy of the filtered positioning solution
potentially providing worse performance than an unaided positioning would and the
effect propagates in time as degraded performance leads to subsequent masks being
also calculated for erroneous locations.

An important distinction between the mask generated from images and from a
3D model is that the 3D model does not contain trees or other smaller than building
sized obstructions. The foliage may serve as a very dominating obstruction for the
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mask if there are large trees at the roadside and hence the image based signal mask
will be very different to the one calculated from the 3D model. Different masks will
cause the processed solutions to differ by amounts depending on the obstruction
environment. The test routes were designed so that there are stretches where there
are no trees or the trees are located in front of buildings and also stretches where
foliage is quite extensive.

Two of the routes, namely the urban and dense urban routes, are located in
central Helsinki while the third one—highway route—is located due west from the
Helsinki center. Urban and dense urban routes contain mostly varying levels of
urban obstructions while the highway route runs mostly on a highway providing a
very different kind of environment from the urban areas. The highway is however
an ”urban highway” meaning that there are occasional bridges going over the street
unlike the more rural highway stretches where such obstructions are very rare. The
dense urban route is located for most parts in the Punavuori area while the urban
route is located in Ruoholahti the neighborhood and surrounding areas. The highway
route runs on Länsiväylä between Ruoholahti and Hanasaari.

The shortest baselines from the base station located at the SSF office building
are approximately 4 kilometers and are located on the highway route. The longest
baselines are on the dense urban route being just over 10 kilometers. These baseline
lengths are sufficiently short to allow GNSS usage in obstructed areas but still long
enough to serve as typical RTK use cases.

Punavuori is a densely populated neighborhood with narrow streets in the older
part of the Helsinki. Buildings are mostly blocks of flats with less than 8 floors.
The dense urban route, running in Punavuori, is the most difficult environment for
GNSS positioning due to buildings obstructing a relatively high portion of the sky.
Ruoholahti is a much more recently built area with higher buildings and wider streets
providing an easier satellite navigation environment for the urban route than on the
dense urban route. Länsiväylä is a highway running from Ruoholahti to Espoo. As a
highway environment there are not many obstructions near the road and hence the
GNSS positioning environment is the least demanding of the three routes.

The dense urban route runs on narrow streets in densely populated urban areas.
The route is 8.7 kilometers in length, corresponding to approximately 30–40 minutes
of driving. Speed limits on the area are mostly 40 km/h but the area has quite a lot
of traffic lights and other traffic which will slow the average speed down. A map of
the test route is presented in figure 10. The route is illustrated in the image with
green color. The magenta arc marks 10 km distance from the base station at the
SSF office building. The used background map is Bing Aerial map.

The route starts and ends at Hernesaari (southwest on the map) which is an area
with good visibility of the sky and hence provides good PVT solutions to both ends
of the route. This is done mainly in order to improve overall quality of the reference
navigation solution as the system benefits from strong ties to good quality solutions.
From Hernesaari, the route goes on to Punavuori and surrounding neighborhoods
with a few stretches of parking lots and parks in between the urban canyon sections to
improve performance of both reference solution and the RTK solution of the ISMASK
system. An image of a parking lot in the middle of the route is presented in figure
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Figure 10: Test route in dense urban environment

11. The base image for the image is taken from Google Maps. A few minute stop in
locations such as the one presented will serve to improve the quality of navigation
solutions of both navigation systems in the middle of the route.

Figure 11: A parking lot with good sky visibility in the dense urban environment

Most of the buildings in the area are from 20 to 25 meters tall while the streets
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are quite narrow. This combination limits visibility of the sky in street level to a
narrow strip parallel to the street direction. An example mask constructed from the
3D model is presented in figure 12. As can be seen on the mask, there is a very
limited visibility of the sky and the visibility is limited to only the direction parallel
to the street resulting in non-optimal observation geometry no matter the locations
of available satellites.

Figure 12: An example obstruction mask calculated from the 3D model on the dense
urban route

Examples of urban canyons on the dense urban route are presented in figures 13
and 14 where green arrows depict driving direction. The base image in the images is
taken from Google Maps. The urban canyons such as the ones in the example images—
which cover most of the dense urban route—reduce GNSS navigation performance
severely [32][25].

The urban route is intended to provide results in typical urban areas that
are not extremely obstructed. The route acts as a middle ground between very
easy environments on the highway route and the very difficult environment on the
dense urban route. The urban route provides therefore a route with less demanding
conditions for GNSS positioning than the route in Punavuori while still compromising
a significant amount of obstructions. The route runs in the Ruoholahti neighborhood
and extends to nearby neighborhoods. The urban route is in total 7.2 kilometers
long with many similar characteristics and considerations as in the dense urban route.
The route takes approximately 20 to 30 minutes to drive outside the rush hour. An
overview of the route is given in figure 15 in which the route is illustrated with red
color. The background map in the figure is Bing Aerial map.

Most of the buildings in Ruoholahti area are little higher than on Punavuori
being approximately 20 to 30 meters. However, the wider streets in the area lead to
less obstructed view of the sky in general. The environment in Ruoholahti provides
therefore a little easier environment for GNSS positioning. An overview of the area
is presented in figure 16. A sample obstruction mask can be seen in figure 17.
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Figure 13: Example of urban canyons on the dense urban route

Figure 14: Another view of the urban canyons on the dense urban route

The route starts and ends at the parking lot by the sea on the north-western
corner of the map providing a good visibility to at least half of the sky. At the
beginning and the end of the route is a stretch with reasonably good sky view to
provide good solutions to both ends of the route. There are similar areas with very
good sky view at the middle of the route as is on the dense urban route—in fact the
same parking lot is used at one point for this purpose.

The third test route—highway route—runs in an environment very different to
urban and dense urban environments. There are far less obstructions close to the
road and the obstructions are located farther away than on the other two routes. The
driving speed is also considerably different to the driving speed in central Helsinki
as the speed limit is 80 km/h compared to 40 km/h on the other routes. The route
runs on Länsiväylä from Ruoholahti to Hanasaari and back. The entire round is
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Figure 15: Test route in urban areas

approximately 8 kilometers in length taking approximately 10 minutes to drive. In
order to get a sufficient amount of data the round was driven twice in both sessions.

The route is confined to only this 4 kilometer stretch of highway due to the
publicly available 3D model covering only areas inside the city limits of Helsinki.
Hanasaari is in fact already outside Helsinki in Espoo but the 3D model of Helsinki
extends a little outside of the borders of Helsinki. An overview of the route is
presented in figure 18 in which the route is illustrated with cyan on top of Bing
Aerial map.

There is a very limited amount of obstructions near the highway, most of them
being trees. There are, however, a few bridges and underpasses on the route that
block the sky in its entirety. Due to these obstructions the route can be described as
an urban highway, in contrast to rural highways which might be almost without any
obstructions at all. An example mask calculated from the 3D model is presented in
figure 19.

Unlike the other routes the highway route starts directly from the highway access
ramp, not from a parking lot or other area with extraordinarily good sky visibility.
This is due to the fact that the highway area is rather unobstructed and hence there
is no need for a special section with a clear view of the sky at the beginning or end.

In addition to the test routes and navigation environments the test campaign
planning required also selecting a suitable time to conduct the campaign. The
selection of the test campaign date included taking into the account project time
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Figure 16: An overview of the urban route

Figure 17: An example obstruction mask calculated from the 3D model on the urban
route

frame, reference navigation system availability, and state of satellite constellations.
The selection of suitable time of day on the test date depended on the availability
of the reference system, traffic conditions on the test routes, and state of satellite
constellations. The state of satellite constellations was inspected beforehand using an
online GNSS planning service [39]. The status of satellite constellations was analyzed
from the viewpoint of number and geometry of available satellites. The analysis of
satellite geometry was concentrated on DOP and satellite elevations.

A suitable time for the test campaign was determined to be 6th of July between
morning and afternoon rush hours. The number of satellites during that time was
sufficiently good with also some satellites in high elevations for most of the time.
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Figure 18: Test route in highway environment

There was also a drop in the number of available satellites in the middle of the day
offering a variation in the satellite conditions.

The three routes presented here include steep urban canyons, shallower urban
canyons, open environments, overhead bridges, various levels of vegetation, sections
with single sided obstructions, and many other different kinds of satellite navigation
environments. Altogether the routes provide a framework to properly assess the per-
formance of the ISMASK system in different types of GNSS navigation environments.
The considerations outlined here are taken into account in the data processing and
result analysis.

The test campaign was performed on the 6th of July in 2016 as planned. The test
campaign day began by picking up the reference navigation system and installing
the whole test bench to the rover vehicle. The system was rented from Geotrim, a
company providing surveying equipment and solutions. After system installation
and driving to the test area, the reference navigation system had to be initialized
by recording static and dynamical data with the GNSS and inertial sensors. The
morning test session started with driving the highway route after which the urban
route was driven before the session ending after the dense urban route.

After the morning session was completed there was a break before the afternoon
session. The break gives time for the GNSS constellations to change between the two
sessions providing information from the same routes with different satellite conditions.
The afternoon session was performed in the same order as the morning session. After
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Figure 19: An example obstruction mask calculated from the 3D model on the
highway route

the last afternoon route had been driven, the reference navigation system had to be
initialized again before data recording could be turned off and the system be shut
down. The day continued by a brief check on the recorded data in which no problems
were detected.

The test campaign was deemed successful as all data collection went according
to the plan and there were no unexpected problems. After the test campaign the
recorded data was processed. The data processing is presented in detail in the next
chapter.

3.3 Data processing
The test campaign and data processing are both prerequisites for the analysis of
the ISMASK system. In the analysis phase, the solutions generated with ISMASK
system in different configurations were analyzed. In order to quantify changes in
positioning accuracy, the reference solution from the reference navigation system is
used for ground truth comparison. The data processing constitutes therefore both
processing of ISMASK data and the reference solution.

Before the ISMASK data could be input to the software, it had to be pre-processed.
The pre-processing step includes also an inspection of the collected data in order to
detect possible problems in the measurement campaign. Verification and analysis of
the quality of the collected data is also a requirement to guarantee reliability of the
obtained results. The actions done in the pre-processing phase differed depending on
the recorded data in question.

The verification checks done in the pre-processing phase should be regarded more
like a rough control check to detect possible errors, be they systematic errors or simple
mistakes. Most of the checks are in no way valid methods for validating scientific
tests but they are all designed to reveal some possible error sources. These checks
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should, however, not be seen as complete validation of the ISMASK system and the
test data. Some of the checks are also intended to get a rough estimate of subsystem
accuracies and these tests and their results should be viewed as approximations of
the real accuracy.

The following data was collected in the measurement campaign:

• base station GNSS data (Septentrio Binary Format, SBF), one file for the
whole day

• rover GNSS data (SBF), one file for each of the six test drives

• reference navigation solution obtained from GNSS-INS reference system (Binary
Applanix format), one file for the entire test duration

• sky view images taken with the camera system (JPG), one image for each
second of the test drives

• image timestamp files (ASCII text file), one file for each of the six test drives.

In addition to actual test data the following logs and documents were also
recorded:

• test record documents (Word document) for each six test runs

• measurements of the lever arms between rover GNSS antenna and the reference
point of the GNSS-INS reference system, common for the whole test day

• a time synchronization log for the operating laptop, one log file for whole test
day.

The ISMASK test software requires also the following input data which could
have been obtained before or after the test campaign:

• digital surface models of the test areas

• GNSS antenna calibration files (ANTEX).

The test data was divided to six separate datasets according to the driven test
routes. The datasets had individual rover GNSS files, images, timestamp files, and
test record documents while the base station GNSS data, reference solution, lever
arm measurements, time synchronization logs, digital surface models, and antenna
calibration files were common for all datasets.

There are two distinct types of test data: data input to the ISMASK software
and data relating to the reference solution. The ISMASK software outputs a PVT
solution which can then be compared to the reference solution in the analysis phase.
All other collected data besides the reference solution is input to the developed
software. The measured lever arm information is, however, used in the reference
solution processing in order to transform the reference solution to the same location
as solutions computed by the ISMASK software. The inputs of the ISMASK software
are presented in figure 20.
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Figure 20: Input data for the ISMASK software

The pre-processing started with reviewing all recorded logs and other records and
storing these files for documentation purposes. No inconsistencies were found from
the logs or the test record documents.

GNSS data was recorded in SBF-format which is native format for the receivers
and also compatible with the Septentrio PPSDK. RTKLIB requires, however, the
SBF files to be converted into the RINEX format. The obtained GNSS files were
also post-processed with their respective software to obtain sample solutions. The
solutions were inspected to verify that the collected GNSS data is not faulty.

From the recorded GNSS data it was observed that there was indeed a drop
in the number of observed satellites between the morning and afternoon sessions
as was to be expected from the test campaign plans. The change in the satellite
environment was observed to make the positioning environment in the afternoon
tests more difficult than in the morning. The number of satellites tracked by the base
station receiver is presented in figure 21. The figure displays the number of satellites
for four different sets of constellations sampled at 30 second interval to reduce noise
in the figure. The different sets are GPS only, GPS and GLONASS, GPS and Galileo,
and all three constellations together. The different sets are presented to demonstrate
satellites used by different software. GPS and GLONASS are used for reference
navigation solution processing and for Septentrio PPSDK RTK processing while the
non-RTK solutions produced by Septentrio PPSDK utilize GPS, GLONASS, and
Galileo. RTKLIB uses GPS, GLONASS, and Galileo all, but due to GLONASS
inter-frequency biases is unable to fix GLONASS integer ambiguities. The figure
presents also bars indicating duration of each test run.

All of the satellites visible on the base station receiver are not obviously available
at the rover receiver but the general status of the constellation is fairly similar. The
lowest number of available satellites was during the afternoon sessions on highway
and urban routes. At the time of the afternoon session on the dense urban route the
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Figure 21: Number of satellites tracked on base station receiver during the test
campaign

number of satellites had improved from the lowest values which occurred between
11:00 and 12:00.

The sky-view images were only visually checked to verify that there have not
been any major problems with the camera system. Image lighting and colors were
also visually checked to be on suitable level for the sky detection. The sky detection
algorithm was tested by picking a random set of images from the tests and drawing
obstruction masks on top of the images which were visually analyzed. From the
analysis, it was concluded that the sky detection works in the majority of cases,
leaving some bright façades and other difficult-to-detect targets unmasked.

Image timestamp files were analyzed by verifying that the image timestamps do
not deviate too much from the second ticks in which the GNSS observations are
recorded. All of the timestamps were found to be closer than 0.1 seconds to the
second ticks while the majority of the timestamps were less than 0.015 seconds from
the ticks.

The timestamp accuracy was assessed by comparing masks generated from images
and 3D model. The 3D model based mask is located at the RTK solution which
is accurate to centimeter level when a good quality RTK solution is obtained. If
the image based obstruction mask resembles closely the 3D model based masks in
an area where there are no clear distinctions between the masks such as foliage
or buildings missing from the DSM, the timestamp accuracy could be deemed of
sufficiently quality. Suitable areas for this kind of comparison were selected from the
test data and the masks were compared. The compared masks were determined to
resemble each other well enough to conclude that the accuracy of image timestamps
is on a suitable level for the mask generation.

The PVT solution output by the ISMASK system can be used as a secondary
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attitude source if the limitations of the single antenna attitude determination are
taken into account. An approximation of the heading and pitch angles for the rover
vehicle can be determined from the GNSS velocity vector but the quality of such an
attitude computation is very low compared to the INS attitude. The single antenna
attitude solution also lacks ability to approximate the roll angle. The GNSS derived
attitude was tested prior to the actual test campaign in order to be able to test
mask generation beforehand. The yaw angle can be estimated from the horizontal
direction of the velocity vector. The pitch angle can be estimated from the angle
between velocity vector and horizontal plane. Determination of the roll angle would
require a two antenna setup which is not available in the ISMASK system.

The velocity vector derived orientation was used to provide a very rough control
for the MX-2 attitude solutions, mainly to check that the definition of the orientation
angles matches the system implemented in the ISMASK software which was tested
in preliminary tests. The obtained headings, i.e. yaw angle, from both reference
solution and GNSS velocity vector were mostly consistent in the datasets if the
inferior precision of the GNSS derived attitude is taken into account, except in the
morning urban test. The problems with the morning urban data were related to a
large number of the angles being wrongly interpolated. The attitudes had the best
matching in the highway datasets where the satellite visibility is extremely good
compared to other routes. The pitch angles were consistent between the two attitude
solutions probably due to the small magnitude of changes in pitch angles on the
relatively flat test environments.

From the comparison of the two attitude sources it was concluded that the
coordinate transformations implemented in the ISMASK software are compatible
with the attitude provided by the reference navigation system. The comparison of 3D
model and image based masks done to control image timestamp accuracy provides
also another control for the attitude as the image based mask requires the attitude
solution. In all tests no notable problems were observed with the reference system
attitude solutions and the solutions were determined to be usable for all test datasets.

The processing of the reference solution required the data collected with the
reference navigation system and lever arm measurements as inputs to the processing.
The reference solution processing was performed in post-processing mode after the
test campaign.

In order to compare solutions made at different physical locations—at location
of the ISMASK antenna and at the location of the reference point of the reference
navigation system—the lever arms between the locations needed to be measured.
The measurements had also to be verified in order to guarantee reliability of the
transformation parameters between the solutions. A schematic of the positioning
sensor installation and lever arm components (distances in mm) is presented in figure
22. The gray bar in the bottom is the MX-2 mounting bar to which all sensors are
attached. The big box on the right side is the MX-2 reference system on top of which
is its primary antenna. The left-most antenna in the schematic is the MX-2 auxiliary
antenna. The antenna in middle is the ISMASK GNSS antenna.

In addition to the sensors illustrated in figure 22, the camera system was also
set up to the mounting bar in the space between the two leftmost antennas. The
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Figure 22: ISMASK Test bench sensors and lever arms

camera location is however not of interest in lever arm sense as the image mask
cannot be translated to a different origin. Precise comparison of the 3D model and
camera based masks would indeed require translation of the 3D model mask to the
camera location but such a comparison was not deemed necessary as the masks were
successfully compared with required reliability using less precise methods.

Reference solutions are expressed with reference to the MX-2 reference point which
is depicted in yellow inside the MX-2 casing in the schematic. All measurements made
by the MX-2 system are translated to this point from which the resulting solution
can be translated to a different origin with the help of lever arm measurements. For
the ISMASK test system all GNSS measurements refer to the antenna reference point
of Septentrio PolaNt-X MF antenna which is located at the bottom of the antenna
mount. The lever arm from the MX-2 reference point to bottom of the ISMASK
antenna mount is then needed to transform reference system solutions to the same
point as ISMASK PVT solutions.

All sensors are mounted to rails embedded in the mounting bar which results in all
sensors being on a same line in the direction of the bar and no across-bar component
in the lever arm. The vector from the MX-2 reference point to the top-left point of
the lighter gray sheet under the casing is also known from the information provided
by the system manufacturer. So in order to measure the distance, the measurements
have to be made from the top-left point of the lighter gray sheet to the bottom of
the ISMASK antenna mount and only in directions corresponding to horizontal and
vertical directions in the schematic.

The schematic presents measurements from four distinct sources: MX-2 system
documents, measurements by SSF employees during the test campaign, measurements
by employees of the company renting the MX-2 system, and values derived from other
measurements. The source of given measurement is marked in parentheses after the
measurement; MX-2 referring to dimension documents, SSF to SSF employees, G to
employees of Geotrim, and C for the distances computed from other measurements.
Some of the measurements are redundant and used only for verification purposes.

The lever arm from MX-2 reference point to the ISMASK reference point can be
calculated from the illustrated measurements using the following coordinate frame
convention: X, Y , Z coordinate frame, origin of which is in MX-2 reference point, X-
axis pointing in vehicle forward direction, Y -axis vehicle right, and Z-axis down. The
lever armX component is then given by ∆X = 440 mm+526 mm+35 mm = 1001 mm.
The Y component ∆Y = 0 mm due to the used mounting system in which all sensors
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are aligned. Finally, the Z component is given by ∆Z = 44 mm− 47 mm = −3 mm.
The Z component can be calculated also in another way by utilizing known dimensions
of the mountings used for both the MX-2 auxiliary antenna and the ISMASK antenna.
The alternative method yields a Z component of ∆Z2 = 44 mm−47.7 mm = −3.7 mm.
The difference of less than a millimeter is sufficiently small that the lever arm
measurements can be seen to be in agreement.

The lever arm was used to translate the reference solution to the same location
as the ISMASK position solution. The solutions of the two positioning systems—
ISMASK GNSS and GNSS-INS reference system—can therefore be compared in
order to guarantee that the systems output correct coordinates and that the lever
arm is properly computed. A small test with good quality solutions was conducted
to compare the two solutions. The tests were carried out with 10 epochs of data from
each test dataset. The epochs were selected on the basis of being fixed RTK solutions
with small standard deviations in at least reasonably open areas where the vehicle is
stationary at the beginning of each test run. The resulting distances between the
two solutions were observed to be within the limits of standard centimeter-level RTK
positioning accuracy. It was concluded that the lever arm is correctly computed and
the reference solution was properly transformed to the desired location.

The reference navigation solution from the Trimble MX-2 system had to be
processed with Applanix POSPac software using Virtual Reference Station data
obtained from the Trimnet VRS service operated by Geotrim. The measured lever
arm can be configured in the POSPac software which then uses the information to
translate the solution from the MX-2 reference point to the bottom of the ISMASK
antenna mount. The output of the POSPac software is an ASCII solution file in which
each epoch has timestamps, position coordinates, orientation (Tait-Bryan) angles,
ENU (east, north, up) velocity components, ENU position standard deviations, and
orientation angle standard deviations.

The most important use for the reference solution is the ability to evaluate the
accuracy of obtained position solutions and to distinguish correct and incorrect RTK
fixes from each other. Correct fix refers here to a fixed RTK solution in which integer
ambiguities are fixed to correct integer values contrary to incorrect fix in which the
integer ambiguity estimates are erroneous. The detection of fix correctness allows
assessment of whether or not a possible increase in the amount of fixed solutions is
indeed an improvement in the positioning performance or just an increase in the
number of false fixes. In order to detect if a fixed solution is indeed a correct one a
limit for the estimate of reference solution precision is in this study required to be at
least on the 10 cm level. The limit of 10 cm is derived from the carrier wavelengths
which reside in levels of roughly 20 cm.

The quality of the obtained reference solution can be assessed from the standard
deviations of the reference solution. The integrated GNSS-INS navigation system
should be able to provide reasonably accurate estimates of the solution quality,
especially on the level required to detect fix correctness. The position standard
deviations of the reference positioning solutions are presented in figure 23. The 10
cm limit for solution standard deviation is shown as a red line in the figure. From the
figure, it can be seen that almost all of the highway and urban routes are below the
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limit but on the dense urban route the quality of the reference solution is sufficiently
good only on roughly half of all the epochs.
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Figure 23: Total position standard deviation of the GNSS-INS reference solution

While the standard deviation of the obtained solutions was approximately a
few centimeters for large part of the tests, the satellite visibility conditions on the
dense urban route were too demanding for the reference system to provide accurate
solutions for all epochs. In the analysis phase the reference solution is used only for
the epochs where the standard deviation is below the defined limit of 10 cm.

After the pre-processing of ISMASK data was complete, the data was input to the
ISMASK system for the actual processing. The ISMASK processing—from here on
just processing—is divided to two distinct parts, first of which uses Septentrio PPSDK
for the GNSS processing and the second using RTKLIB for the GNSS processing.

The ISMASK software allows multiple different methods for the obstruction mask
generation. The mask can be generated either from a digital surface model, a sky-view
image, or from both of these. There are also two distinct types of digital surface
model derived masks: with and without the use of likely multipath interference
masking. The combination masking is done however only without the multipath
interference masking.

These mask generation modes result in five different test modes for the ISMASK
processing software:

• no masking

• digital surface model derived masking

• digital surface model derived masking without multipath interference

• sky-view image derived masking
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• combined masking of sky-view image and digital surface model masks.

The different mask generation methods are analyzed with the goal being identifi-
cation of an optimal mask generation method and to assess feasibility of the different
methods. The five possible test modes with two different GNSS processing software
packages totals 10 different solutions for each dataset. All 10 solutions for six different
test drives are incorporated into the analysis phase totaling 60 different solutions.
These 60 solutions provide a great number of different scenarios and processing
methods from which the performance of the Intelligent Signal Masking for GNSS
RTK system can be evaluated.

3.4 Analysis
The data collected in the test campaign with the ISMASK test bench and processed
using the ISMASK software was analyzed with the goal of determining the feasibility
of the developed masking system and effects of different masking methods. The
analysis incorporates in addition to the solutions output from the ISMASK system,
also the reference solution from the reference navigation system.

The analysis of different masking methods required individual processing for
the data using all the masking methods. The processing had to be carried out in
exactly the same manner, except for the masking method, for all the methods in
order to obtain reliable results for comparison of the different methods. The methods
were analyzed separately in the context of the two used GNSS processing software
packages. From the solutions provided by different masking configurations the effects
of different methods can be assessed.

Overall feasibility of the ISMASK system was evaluated also separately for the
two GNSS processing software packages. The overall feasibility assessment required
information of the different masking methods, especially the information of the most
effective masking method. The comparison between the most effective masking
method and the unmasked solution provides an indication of how feasible a real
commercial implementation of the ISMASK system would be.

The performance of the navigation system was analyzed in this study in the context
of positioning accuracy and availability of positioning solution. The availability
was analyzed in particular in the context of fixed RTK solution availability. The
availability analysis was concentrated on the RTK solution due to the ISMASK
project being a study of RTK navigation and assessment of fixed solutions was done
due to one of the potential improvement areas for ISMASK system being ambiguity
resolution. The potential for fix percentage improvement is due to filtering of NLOS
satellites which may hamper the integer ambiguity resolution.

Improvement of the positioning performance in terms of accuracy is analyzed
in almost all similar studies focusing on the GNSS performance improvement
[45][44][23][27][46][63][58][29]. Fix percentage has also been used in the assessment
of the fisheye camera based satellite filtering system by Suzuki and Kubo [58].

Accuracy is characterized in this study by root mean square (RMS) 3D position
error calculated from the distance between the obtained ISMASK solution and the
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GNSS-INS reference solution. RMS is an established metric for positioning accuracy
used in many similar studies to characterize positioning accuracy [45][44][27][63].
The positioning error is determined to be the distance between the two solutions for
a given time from which the 3D RMS error is calculated as

RMS =
√√√√ 1
n

n∑
i=1

(∆E2 + ∆N2 + ∆U2) (25)

where n is the number of epochs and ∆E, ∆N , and ∆U are east, north, and up
distances between the ISMASK and reference solutions, respectively. The 3D RMS
error is calculated for all epochs for which the quality of the reference solution is at
an acceptable level.

Fix availability is characterized by the percentage of fixed RTK solutions out
of all epochs. A greater fix percentage can generally be seen as an indication of
better positioning performance. There is, however, a problem with fix percentage as
a performance metric as it doesn’t disqualify solutions in which the GNSS processing
software resolves integer ambiguities wrongly. A wrong integer ambiguity resolution
causes a ranging error corresponding to at least the size of the carrier wavelength,
approximately 20 cm for GPS L1.

In order to provide information about correctly fixed solutions, a correct fix
percentage was determined using solution fix information in combination with posi-
tioning error information derived from the reference solution. Correct fix percentage
is the percentage of all epochs that are fixed RTK solutions and determined to
be correct in a sense that the integer ambiguities are fixed to correct values. The
correctness is determined from the distance to the reference solution and assumed
to be correct if the distance (or position error) is less than 10 cm. The correctness
is determined only for the epochs for which the reference solution is available with
sufficient precision.

Fix percentage F is calculated as

F = Nfixed

Ntotal epochs
100% (26)

where Nfixed is the number of epochs with fixed RTK solution and Ntotal epochs is
number of total epochs.

Correct fix percentage Fcorrect is similarly given by

Fcorrect = Ncorrectly fixed

Ntotal epochs
100% (27)

where Ncorrectly fixed is the number of epochs which are fixed RTK solutions with 3D
positioning errors less than 10 cm.

Calculating the fix and correct fix percentages as presented above has a benefit
of having the same number of total epochs and therefore comparable results. The
downside is that the calculation assumes that the solutions for which there is no
sufficiently accurate reference solution are regarded as not correct solutions although
the correctness is in fact undetermined. An alternative solution would be to use
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number of total epochs with available reference solution instead of Ntotal epochs but
this would lead to different number of total epochs and possibly higher correct fix
percentage than the fix percentage. Incorporating only the solutions with available
reference solution to also the fix percentage would in the other hand discard valid data
from the analysis while adding an additional third fix percentage related measure
would unnecessarily complicate the analysis.

The assumption that fixes without available reference data are not fixed or are
fixed incorrectly is not totally irrational, as the accuracy of the integrated GNSS-INS
navigation system is of higher level than the standard RTK accuracy. In the case
where the reference system is unable to provide a solution with fixed RTK accuracy
level it is unlikely that GNSS-only solution would reliably achieve this accuracy level.
However, some of the epochs without reference data available would likely have been
determined as correct if the reference solution would be of sufficient quality on the
entire route. Moreover, the unavailability of the reference data is not a real concern
in highway and urban datasets, but in the dense urban datasets approximately half
of the epochs do not have a reference solution with sufficient quality. In total in
all datasets approximately 20 % of all epochs do not have an acceptable reference
solution available.

RMS and fix percentage, especially correct fix percentage, are all related to
accuracy of the positioning system and therefore characterize similar aspects of the
positioning performance. In the sense of accuracy, RMS is sensitive to a small number
of large errors due to squaring of individual errors. Fix percentages in turn are more
related to long term steady level accuracy as fixed solutions are on average more
accurate than float or non-RTK solutions.

The analysis will therefore contain two distinct types of metrics: the ones that
require a reference solution and the ones that do not. The problem of reference
solution cover dilutes the reliability of reference related metrics on the dense urban
route where a large portion of the total data is without viable reference solution.
Despite the problems there is however a large amount of data even from more difficult
environments with available reference solution but not up to the level that was
planned. Fix percentage is not suffering from these problems as it is not dependent
on the reference solution.

The data collected in the test campaign and processed afterwards were analyzed
according to the methods described in this section. The results from the analysis are
presented in the next chapter.
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4 Results
The effects of the ISMASK system presented in chapter 3.1 on the RTK positioning
performance was analyzed with the methods described in chapter 3.4. The results of
the analysis are presented in this chapter. The results are presented first as overall
results from all environments after which following sections present the results in
terms of the individual navigation environments categorized according to the test
routes.

4.1 All environments
The entire test data from all test routes consists of approximately 8200 epochs
recorded with 1 second intervals. The data provides a wide variety of different
navigation environments from the three test routes. The combined results from all
test datasets for RTKLIB solutions are presented in table 1 and Septentrio PPSDK
solutions in table 2. The tables contain 3D RMS errors, fix percentages, and correct
fix percentages as presented in chapter 3.4 from all test datasets for all five test
modes. Out of epochs approximately 1600 are missing a reference solution of the
required quality. The analyzed solutions are compared in the tables using three
different statistical quantities presented in section 3.4.

Table 1: RTKLIB results of all datasets

No Mask Model Model No Multipath Image Combined
3D RMS Error [m] 6.05 4.72 (-22%) 6.2 (+2%) 4.33 (-28%) 3.95 (-35%)
Fix % 37 % 45 % (+22%) 45 % (+22%) 47 % (+27%) 49 % (+32%)
Correct Fix % 36 % 43 % (+19%) 42 % (+17%) 45 % (+25%) 46 % (+28%)

Table 2: Septentrio PPSDK results of all datasets

No Mask Model Model No Multipath Image Combined
3D RMS Error [m] 1.43 2.00 (+40%) 1.42 (-1%) 1.45 (+1%) 1.30 (-9%)
Fix % 70 % 65 % (-7%) 68 % (-3%) 67 % (-4%) 67 % (-4%)
Correct Fix % 67 % 63 % (-6%) 67 % (0%) 65 % (-3%) 65 % (-3%)

The tables 1 and 2 include 3D RMS errors, fix percentage, and correct fix
percentage for all used test modes in which the masking software was run: no
masking, DSM based masking, DSM based masking without multipath interference
masking, sky-view image based masking, and combined DSM and image masking.
For each measure except the ones for no masking mode there is also a percentage in
parentheses indicating the change with respect to the same measure of unmasked
solution. All data is presented in similar manner for both used GNSS processing
software RTKLIB and Septentrio PPSDK.

From the results it can be seen that there was a clear difference between solutions
processed using RTKLIB and Septentrio PPSDK. Septentrio PPSDK was able to
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obtain a substantially higher number of fixed solutions and the accuracy of the
obtained solutions was generally significantly better. An important distinction
between the processing software packages is that due to the different processing
methods and algorithms along with different sets of used satellites, there were large
differences on the initial unmasked positioning performance and on the effects of
signal masking. Also, masking does not appear to improve solutions when using the
PPSDK software.

The quality of obtained solutions with Septentrio PPSDK was in general signifi-
cantly better than the quality of solutions obtained with RTKLIB; one large factor to
this is the inability of RTKLIB to handle GLONASS inter-frequency biases resulting
in a much smaller set of satellites for which integer ambiguities can be fixed, observed
in figure 21. Another large contributor to the worse quality of the RTKLIB solutions
is that the proprietary algorithms developed by Septentrio are likely optimized to
Septentrio hardware and include possibly advanced proprietary processing algorithms
that are absent in RTKLIB. Septentrio PPSDK likely does some kind of a signal
filtering using information such as multipath estimates, signal strength, and satellite
elevations obtained by receivers using algorithms that are not used in RTKLIB.

The obtained results are first discussed in terms of each independent processing
software and after that in terms of different masking modes. The goal being assessing
how the ISMASK system does affect RTK positioning performance for both processing
software packages and how do the different masking modes contribute to these effects.

The effects of signal masking and filtering on the positioning performance vary
between the two processing software packages: signal masking reduces fix availability
for Septentrio PPSDK while the masking improves fix availability for RTKLIB.
Positioning accuracy in terms of RMS position errors was improved for both software
packages but the improvement was much greater for the RTKLIB solutions—with
best results contributing 35 % decrease in RMS error for RTKLIB and 9 % decrease
for PPSDK.

Septentrio processing software is most likely able to filter out most of the signals
causing multipath interference and possibly also NLOS reception errors by using
built-in signal selection and filtering algorithms in RTK processing. Septentrio’s
selection and filtering step leaves fewer satellites to be filtered out by the ISMASK
software. The additional filtering layer of the ISMASK software might also disrupt
Septentrio’s own algorithms and thereby contribute to negative effect in the number
of fixes.

The APME+ technology included in the used receivers apply multipath interfer-
ence compensations to observations at receiver level meaning that these corrections
are included also in RTKLIB processing. However, the multipath estimates them-
selves are not present in RTKLIB processing but the information could be used
by Septentrio PPSDK to perform additional filtering. If Septentrio’s selection and
filtering algorithms have already excluded or corrected a portion of the erroneous
satellites or signals, the benefits of ISMASK filtering might be diminished and even
contribute to lower performance.

A histogram of the RTKLIB positioning errors for all six datasets processed with
and without signal masking is presented in figure 24. The used signal masking in the
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figure is the combined image and 3D model method. The position errors are divided
into 6 groups: below 5 cm errors, from 5 to 10 cm errors, from 10 cm to 1 m errors,
from 1 m to 5 m errors, errors larger than 5 m, and epochs without a PVT solution.
As we can see from the figure, the ISMASK masking system is able to reduce the
number of the largest positioning errors by more than 50 % and increase the number
of best quality solutions while the number of medium quality solutions remains on
relatively identical levels. The improvement in the distribution of errors is in line
with the increase in positioning accuracy observed in RMS positioning errors.
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Figure 24: Histogram of RTKLIB 3D position errors

A similar histogram for the Septentrio PPSDK processed solutions is presented in
figure 25. While there is an indication of improved positioning accuracy for Septentrio
positioning by the improvement in RMS error, the histogram shows no real benefits
for satellite masking. It can be seen on the histogram that the masking decreases the
number of smallest errors and increases numbers of larger errors but the differences
are very small and the distribution of the errors does not certainly improve with the
masking.

In the light of presented data, the ISMASK satellite masking and filtering system
is less efficient in improving the performance of RTK positioning when using software
utilizing similar processing algorithms to the Septentrio PPSDK than for RTKLIB
type software. The system has improved the accuracy of positioning for both software
packages, but the effect on availability of fixed solutions is positive only for RTKLIB
solutions and negative for Septentrio solutions. The total effect in RTK performance
for Septentrio software is substantially closer to neutral than the positive impact
observed on RTKLIB.

The results obtained with different test modes can be seen from the tables 1 and
2. For RTKLIB all used metrics support using the combined signal masking. The
combined masking takes advantage of both image based and 3D model based masking
data utilizing the data in a way that is designed to be less strict than either of the
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Figure 25: Histogram of Septentrio PPSDK 3D position errors

masking modes alone. Reducing the number of largest errors by a large amount and
improving the number of RTK fixes makes combination mode masking a beneficial
improvement method for RTKLIB type of GNSS processing software.

The masking decreased RTKLIB 3D RMS error on all masking modes except
DSM based masking without the multipath interference masking. Combined masking
decreased the 3D RMS error of the RTKLIB solutions by 35 % from 6.05 m to 3.95
m while it also improved the distribution of the positioning errors. In addition to
accuracy, fix availability also improved from 37 % to 49 % totaling an increase of 32
%, while the number of correct fixes increased by 28 %. The increase in positioning
performance was very significant for RTKLIB processing.

Image based mode was the second best on all metrics being somewhat less efficient
in RTKLIB processing than the combined masking method, decreasing RMS error
by 28 % and improving fix percentage by 27 %. The 3D model based methods were
less efficient than the image based mode; the multipath interference masking mode
providing better performance than the mode without multipath interference masking.
Both DSM based masking methods improved fix percentage by 22 %. Multipath
interference enabled masking decreased 3D RMS position error by 22 % while the
mode without multipath interference masking increased the RMS error by 2 %.

The improvement in RTK performance is beneficial for RTKLIB type processing
software for all used masking methods except for 3D model based masking without
multipath interference masking, which provides fairly similar results to the unmasked
mode. From these results it can be inferred that the signal masking may help to
mitigate multipath interference related errors in addition to NLOS reception related
errors despite the receiver implementing a multipath mitigation technique such as
APME+. The mitigation of multipath interference errors can be observed in the
better performance of DSM with multipath interference masking compared to the
DSM without said masking. As the masking modes with and without multipath
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interference masking operate otherwise identically, the effect is down to the masking
of potential multipath interference areas.

In RTKLIB processing all metrics improved for all test modes when compared
to positioning without masking, except the RMS positioning errors for 3D model
based masking without multipath interference masking. The increase in RMS error
was down to a particular event in which the test vehicle was standing still for a few
minutes in traffic lights in a heavily obstructed location on the morning urban route
causing very large errors to the PVT solution. The solution had at first considerable
errors which caused following obstruction masks to be computed in wrong locations
causing even larger errors due to erroneous mask location with the effect propagating
from epoch to epoch until the software was able get a new good quality solution.
Other test modes are however able to process these same epochs with much better
results. This kind of error propagation in a masked solution is a problem for 3D
model based masking methods as the masking requires an initial location estimate
and the errors in this initial estimate will cause additional errors in subsequent
solutions. Image based and combined masking methods will overcome these problems
with the use of image based masks which are referenced with timestamps instead of
location estimates. 3D model based masking with multipath interference masking
was able to avoid as large errors with the masking of potential multipath directions.

From the Septentrio PPSDK processing results we can observe that no masking
mode provided best results overall in all metrics; the fix percentages and 3D RMS
errors indicate different modes performing well. Fix percentage was highest for
unmasked solution but 3D RMS error was smallest for combined masking mode.
Combined masking decreased RMS error by 9 % while fix percent and correct fix
percent were decreased by 4 % and 3 %, respectively. Image based and 3D model
without multipath masking modes provided results from between combined and no
masking modes. Clearly the worst masking mode for Septentrio processing was DSM
based masking with multipath interference masking causing significant degradation
of the positioning performance.

Signal filtering algorithms in Septentrio processing software were most likely able
to mitigate multipath interference more effectively than NLOS reception due to
multipath interference being easier to detect using the information available for the
processing software. If multipath interference errors are already compensated by the
Septentrio algorithms before ISMASK filtering, filtering out multipath interference
satellites will also remove potentially beneficial satellites from the PVT computation
degrading the quality of the resulting solution. As such the multipath interference area
masking is the most inadvisable of the studied techniques for this type of processing
software. However, if there is not this kind of a satellite selection implementation
in the processing software—as is the case with RTKLIB—there is potential also for
multipath interference masking.

The distribution of positioning errors for the PPSDK solution, which can be seen
from the histogram in figure 25, was slightly better for the unmasked solution than
the solution obtained with combined masking mode despite RMS error being smaller
for the combined mode solution. In the light of the distribution of the errors the
solution accuracies may be regarded fairly similar regardless the masking mode.
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For Septentrio software the 3D model based masking without multipath areas
offers a minor improvement in the positioning accuracy while managing to keep the
correct fix percentage the same as in unmasked solution but having a small reduction
in fix availability. The image based masking method provides a small decrease in
performance on all used metrics. The combined masking mode is here seen as the
most effective mode as it provides the largest increase in positioning accuracy despite
the decrease in fix percentage as no method is able to improve or even provide equal
fix availability level as the unmasked method.

The following chapters will present how the ISMASK masking affects RTK
positioning performance in different environments. From the results presented here it
is determined that the combined masking mode is the optimal and the most efficient
masking mode overall for both processing software packages. Consequently, the
main focus in following sections will be on the effects of combined masking for the
RTK performance and all presented results will be from combined masking unless
otherwise stated.

4.2 Highway route
The highway is an environment where the obstructions are at their smallest. The
biggest problems in terms of obstructions are underpasses and bridges going overhead.
There was also some amount of foliage and buildings causing obstructions but they
were either only in specific locations or located far away from the road. The lack
of obstructions in the highway environment means that there is less potential for
multipath interference and especially NLOS reception, diminishing the potential
benefits of satellite masking.

The results of the highway datasets are presented in tables 3 and 4. As we can
see from the tables, the fix availabilities were on a considerably higher level in the
highway environment than in all datasets on average. The positioning errors were
also below all test average level. The good positioning performance is due to the
relatively unobstructed environment.

Table 3: RTKLIB results of highway datasets

No Mask Model Model No Multipath Image Combined
3D RMS Error [m] 1.69 1.7 (+1%) 1.68 (-1%) 1.77 (+5%) 1.77 (+5%)
Fix % 74 % 76 % (+3%) 75 % (+1%) 81 % (+9%) 82 % (+11%)
Correct Fix % 74 % 76 % (+3%) 75 % (+1%) 81 % (+9%) 82 % (+11%)

Table 4: Septentrio PPSDK results of highway datasets

No Mask Model Model No Multipath Image Combined
3D RMS Error [m] 1.12 1.36 (+21%) 1.14 (+2%) 0.86 (-23%) 0.89 (-21%)
Fix % 89 % 88 % (-1%) 89 % (0%) 89 % (0%) 88 % (-1%)
Correct Fix % 89 % 88 % (-1%) 89 % (0%) 89 % (0%) 88 % (-1%)
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Despite the lack of obstructions, the ISMASK system was able to improve fix
availability of RTKLIB processed solutions by 11 % or alternatively decrease number
of non-fixed solutions by approximately 30 %. The combined masking had, however,
negative effect on 3D RMS error increasing the RMS error by 5 %. The performance
of image masking was similar to combined mode while DSM modes were significantly
less effective in improving fix availability while providing smaller improvement in
positioning accuracy.

For Septentrio PPSDK solutions the combined masking mode had a substantial
decrease of 20 % for the RMS error while decreasing also the fix percentage by 1
%. Image based masking performed in fact better than the combined masking in
the highway environment. DSM based masking modes did not improve Septentrio
solutions in the highway environment. The masking system can be seen to perform
better for Septentrio processing software in the highway environment than in more
obstructed environments.

The 3D RMS errors for all test modes were quite substantial for RTK positioning
in an unobstructed environment. The errors are mostly due to the few obstructions
on the route, mostly bridges blocking satellite visibility causing cycle slips, and
underpasses—at the both ends of the route—causing loss of solution and poor quality
solutions right after the solution has been reacquired. Bad quality solutions were
located mostly after bridges and the worst quality solutions were in underpasses. The
ISMASK system was typically able to improve positioning performance by decreasing
the time to resolve integer ambiguities and get a fixed solution and thereby resulting
in an improved fix availability. All epochs in the highway datasets had a reference
solution with acceptable quality estimators.

In the highway datasets there was a large difference in RTKLIB solution quality
between the morning and afternoon datasets. The decrease in quality is clear from
the statistics of the unmasked solution: RMS error grew from 1.25 m in the morning
to 2.02 m in the afternoon while fix percentage fell from 87 % to 62 % in the morning
and afternoon, respectively. These differences are related to a drop in the number of
available Galileo satellites between the test drives which can be observed in figure
21. There were, however, differences also in Septentrio PPSDK solutions between
the morning and afternoon datasets despite the processing software using only GPS
and GLONASS satellites in RTK mode.

A histogram of the RTKLIB positioning errors for morning and afternoon datasets
is presented in figure 26. As can be seen from the figure, most of the epochs in
the morning dataset were good quality solutions but in the afternoon dataset a
much larger number of the epochs had solutions with larger position errors. The
average number of satellites in RTKLIB PVT solutions in the morning dataset was
17 including GLONASS satellites for which the integer ambiguities could not be fixed
but the average number of satellites dropping to 13 in the afternoon dataset.

The difference in satellite availability affected strongly the potential of the ISMASK
system. For the morning dataset, the ISMASK system was able to slightly improve
the RTKLIB positioning performance as the fix percentage increased from 87 % to 91
% (87 % to 90 % for correct fixes) although the RMS error remained unchanged in the
morning data. However, in the afternoon dataset the ISMASK masking was able to
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Figure 26: Histogram of RTKLIB position errors on the highway route

improve RTKLIB’s fix availability more significantly. The combined masking method
improved fix percentage from 62 % to 73 % which is the same as the improvement in
correct fix percentage while RMS error increased by 7 % compared to the unmasked
mode in the afternoon highway dataset.

Septentrio PPSDK solutions were improved in terms of accuracy much more—by
combined masking mode—in the afternoon dataset than in the morning dataset.
The computed RMS error decreased by 4 % and 32 % for morning and afternoon
datasets, respectively. The fix percentages remained however the same for masked
and unmasked solutions.

From the highway datasets it can be concluded that the ISMASK masking
system can improve positioning even in environments such as urban highway where
most of the obstructions are occasional bridges and underpasses. The performance
improvement in RTKLIB type software is achieved in fix availability while the
improvement in Septentrio type software is achieved in positioning accuracy. The
potential increase in RTKLIB positioning performance in such environment seems to
be larger if the amount of available satellites is lower, the effect possibly being due to
the larger effect of a single bad signal in a case where the total number of satellites is
low. Septentrio PPSDK results seem to vary also depending on the satellite geometry
but to lesser extent than RTKLIB results.

4.3 Urban route
The urban route runs in shallow urban canyons in areas with wide streets. The GNSS
positioning environment is much harder than the one on the highway route. The
obstructions comprise of multi-story buildings and other structures common to urban
areas. In an urban environment the potential sources for multipath interference and
NLOS reception are much more common than in open highway areas and consequently
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there are more satellites to be filtered out by the ISMASK system.
The results obtained from the urban datasets are presented in tables 5 and 6.

The same general observations can be made from the urban datasets as on other
presented results: Septentrio PPSDK was able to perform better than RTKLIB,
masking improved the results for RTKLIB considerably more than for Septentrio
PPSDK, the combined masking method provided best masking results, and the DSM
based method with multipath interference masking provided the worst results for
Septentrio PPSDK. Due to the occasionally challenging environment, 3 % of the
epochs do not have reference data of required quality. The lack of reference data
causes data from the related epochs to be discarded from reference related statistics.

Table 5: RTKLIB results of urban datasets

No Mask Model Model No Multipath Image Combined
3D RMS Error [m] 6.78 4.06 (-40%) 7.65 (+13%) 3.39 (-50%) 3.22 (-53%)
Fix % 36 % 51 % (+42%) 49 % (+36%) 53 % (+47%) 56 % (+56%)
Correct Fix % 35 % 49 % (+40%) 47 % (+34%) 52 % (+49%) 54 % (+54%)

Table 6: Septentrio PPSDK results of urban datasets

No Mask Model Model No Multipath Image Combined
3D RMS Error [m] 1.15 1.23 (+7%) 1.13 (-2%) 1.22 (+6%) 1.05 (-9%)
Fix % 85 % 80 % (-6%) 85 % (0%) 83 % (-2%) 83 % (-2%)
Correct Fix % 84 % 79 % (-6%) 84 % (0%) 82 % (-2%) 82 % (-2%)

The combined masking mode improved RTKLIB fix percentage by over 50 %,
also for the correct fixes. RMS position error was also decreased to less than half of
the original error. The overall increase in RTK positioning performance was very
substantial. Other masking methods provided lesser performance improvement but
were still able to improve the results on a meaningful level.

The obtained results for combined masking in Septentrio PPSDK provided similar
performance as in the data from all datasets; RMS error decreased by 9 % but at
the cost of a reduction in fix availability. The 3D model based masking without
interference area masking performed quite identically to the unmasked solution
offering only a little improvement.

Maps presenting the change in RTKLIB positioning errors between the unmasked
solution and the solution obtained by combined camera and image masking are
illustrated in figures 27 and 28 for morning and afternoon datasets, respectively. As
can be seen from the maps, the effect of signal masking was negative on some epochs,
positive on some, and on many epochs the effect was less than 10 cm. The limit
of 10 cm errors was chosen for the sake of clearer presentation due to mitigation
of small magnitude noise effects and to highlight the areas where the positioning
accuracy undergoes the largest changes. The images do not provide a clear indication
on what kind of locations the system is beneficial and where not. The effects are
obviously dependent on the location of satellites causing differences between the
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morning and afternoon datasets. The solution quality has however improved on
some locations in both datasets, many of these locations being quite obstructed or
right after obstructed areas. The characteristics of performance alterations seem
nevertheless relatively random.

Change in position error due to masking

Increased error
Change in error < 0.1 m
Decrease in error

Bing Aerial

Legend

Figure 27: Change in RTKLIB position errors due to masking on the morning dataset
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Figure 28: Change in RTKLIB position errors due to masking on the afternoon
dataset

A similar difference in the number of available satellites between morning and
afternoon datasets as in the highway datasets was present also in the urban test
data. Average number of satellites in RTKLIB solutions decreased from 13 in the
morning dataset to 9 in the afternoon dataset including GLONASS satellites for which
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ambiguity resolution was disabled. Both negative and positive effects in positioning
accuracy were more common in the afternoon as can be seen from the position error
maps in figures 27 and 28.

For RTKLIB solutions combined masking mode was able to reduce RMS position
error by 30 % in the morning dataset but in the afternoon the reduction was as large
as 69 %. Similar to the positioning accuracy, the difference in fix percentages was
considerable. Combined masking was able to improve fix percentage from 50 % in
the unmasked solution to 71 % in the morning dataset and from 24 % to 43 % in the
afternoon dataset. The increase of 79 % in fix percentage in the afternoon dataset
is a very substantial improvement, while the 42 % increase in the morning dataset
is also significant. The masking seems to increase positioning performance more at
times when the number of used satellites is lower similarly to the results obtained
from highway datasets.

Results for Septentrio PPSDK between morning and afternoon datasets were
very different to RTKLIB results. RMS error was decreased by 11 % in the morning
dataset while providing the same level of increase in the RMS error in the afternoon
dataset. The accuracy of the afternoon dataset was, however, much greater than the
accuracy of the morning dataset; unmasked RMS error was 1.58 m in the morning
and 0.52 m in the afternoon. The greater accuracy seems to diminish the potential of
the ISMASK system. The fix percentages between morning and afternoon datasets
underwent equal changes due to combined satellite masking.

The ISMASK processing system improves RTK positioning performance in the
urban environment more than in the highway environment when using RTKLIB
type of processing software. For Septentrio PPSDK type software the effects in
the urban environment are similar to results obtained from all datasets providing
moderate RTK performance improvement. The filtering system is able to provide
most substantial improvements at times when there are a limited number of satellites
available or the quality of solutions are lower. The improvements in RTKLIB type
processing are significant however also when having a greater number of available
satellites and with higher quality solutions.

4.4 Dense urban route
The harshest satellite navigation environment in the tests was on the dense urban
route. The route runs in deep urban canyons formed of multi-story buildings on
the sides of quite narrow urban roads. The combination of buildings and narrow
streets makes the obstructions quite substantial despite the majority of the buildings
being less than 10 floors high. The canyons provide a lot of potential for multipath
interference and NLOS propagation [27].

The results of the dense urban tests are presented in tables 7 and 8. The RTK
positioning environment was clearly the most difficult as the fix percentages were
on much lower level for both processing software packages than on the other routes.
The differences between RTKLIB processing performances of test modes were similar
to the results of all datasets, except that the DSM without multipath interference
masking performed better than the image based masking. As with other routes, the
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combined masking provided best results for RTKLIB processing. Masking was not
able to improve Septentrio PPSDK positioning accuracy in the same level as in less
obstructed environments.

Table 7: RTKLIB results of dense urban datasets

No Mask Model Model No Multipath Image Combined
3D RMS Error [m] 7.73 7.46 (-3%) 6.65 (-14%) 7.08 (-8%) 6.31 (-18%)
Fix % 16 % 21 % (+31%) 22 % (+38%) 21 % (+31%) 24 % (+50%)
Correct Fix % 13 % 16 % (+23%) 18 % (+38%) 16 % (+23%) 18 % (+38%)

Table 8: Septentrio PPSDK results of dense urban datasets

No Mask Model Model No Multipath Image Combined
3D RMS Error [m] 2.08 3.31 (+59%) 2.04 (-2%) 2.2 (+6%) 1.95 (-6%)
Fix % 43 % 37 % (-14%) 40 % (-7%) 39 % (-9%) 39 % (-9%)
Correct Fix % 37 % 31 % (-16%) 37 % (0%) 36 % (-3%) 34 % (-8%)

The dense urban route started and ended in an area with good satellite visibility
and minimal obstructions to provide good quality solutions to both ends of the
route for data quality monitoring purposes; however, these epochs were not taken
into account in the analysis as these sections are not representative of dense urban
environment. A lot of epochs were also discarded from reference solution related
analysis due to insufficient precision of the reference solution. The number of rejected
reference solution epochs was roughly half of all the epochs.

In RTKLIB processing, the ISMASK system was able to decrease the position
RMS error by 18 % from 7.73 m without masking to 6.31 m with combined masking
mode. The fix percent was increased from 16 % to 24 % providing an increase of
50 %. For the correct fixes the increase was however only 38 %. As seen in the fix
percentages the ISMASK system seems to increase the number of false fixes in dense
urban environment in addition to increasing the number of correct fixes. The overall
positioning accuracy, however, improved considerably despite the increase in false
fixes. The performance improvement with respect to location appeared as random
as it was in the case of urban route—the masking might have improved the solution
in one epoch and degraded the solution accuracy soon after even while driving the
same road to the same direction. The locations in which positioning performance
increased are, however, fairly constant between the morning and afternoon datasets.
The performance metrics of other masking methods indicate worse performance
than combined masking but the masking was still able to improve performance with
respect to the unmasked solution for all other masking modes.

Septentrio PPSDK results were similar to other routes in that the RTK positioning
performance improved in accuracy for combined masking mode but fix availability
decreased mitigating the improvement in RMS error. The reduction in RMS error
was 6 % while the fix percentage decreased by 9 %. The performance of 3D model
without multipath interference masking was from between the combined masking
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and unmasked modes, with small improvement in RMS error and decrease in fix
percentage. Image based and 3D model based modes were unable to improve the
solutions in any of the used metrics. It is important to note that Septentrio positioning
was also able to obtain considerably better results in this kind of environment on all
test modes when compared to the RTKLIB position solutions.

Unlike in the other routes, there was not as significant a drop in the number of
available GPS and Galileo satellites between morning and afternoon sessions on the
dense urban route as on other routes as indicated by figure 21. The average number
of satellites in RTKLIB solutions nevertheless decreased from 9 to 8 between the
morning and afternoon datasets. On the dense urban route, the masking system
was able to improve RTKLIB positioning performance more in the morning dataset
unlike on the highway and urban routes. The improvement in performance in terms
of accuracy was greater in the morning than in the afternoon also for Septentrio
PPSDK solutions.

In the morning RTKLIB dataset the combined masking method decreased RMS
position error from 9.43 m to 7.39 m totaling a decrease of 21 %. Fix percentage
increased from 14 % to 24 %, totaling an increase of over 70 % which is very significant
although the increase of correct fixes was closer to 50 %. However, there were large
differences in the obtained results between morning and afternoon sessions. In the
afternoon dataset the root mean square error decreased 1 % from 4.46 m to 4.41 m.
Afternoon fix percentage increased by 28 % from 18 % to 23 % while the increase of 8
% in correct fixes was considerably less. The overall difference between the morning
and afternoon datasets might have been more due to difference in satellite locations
than number of available satellites as the difference in number of available satellites
was quite small between the morning and afternoon test drives.

Positioning accuracy of Septentrio solutions—characterized by the 3D position
RMS errors—improved by 8 % in the morning and by 4 % in the afternoon while the
fix percentages decreased by 6 % and 14 % in morning and afternoon, respectively.
The ISMASK systems performs quite much better in the morning but the decrease
in fix availability was significant also in the morning data diminishing the benefits of
improved accuracy.

The performance of the ISMASK system is not as prominent in dense urban
environment as in urban environment but the improvement in RTK positioning
performance especially when using RTKLIB type processing software is significant.
Like in other environments the RTK performance when using Septentrio PPSDK
type processing software is closer to unmasked performance but there can, arguably,
be seen some benefit in satellite masking. There was a noticeable difference between
datasets collected at morning and afternoon which might partially be due to a slightly
smaller number of available satellites in the afternoon and partially due to the change
in location of satellites between the test drives.

The results from urban datasets should be considered less reliable than the ones
from highway and urban datasets as the metrics requiring reference data—3D position
RMS errors and correct fix percentages—were missing approximately half of the all
epochs and thereby causing bias in the results and less comprehensive coverage of
the environment. The fix percentage by contrast was computed for all epochs and
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provides more representative results from the dense urban environment.

4.5 Masking with different processing algorithms
The results presented earlier show that the ISMASK system does not improve overall
performance of RTK positioning in as high levels when using Septentrio PPSDK
as processing software as it does for RTKLIB positioning. There is improvement
in positioning accuracy in terms of position RMS errors but the distribution of the
errors does not improve. The number of fixed solutions also decreases when using
ISMASK satellite masking as is the case with also the number of correctly fixed
solutions.

The signal and satellite selection and masking algorithms in Septentrio PPSDK
processing seem to work relatively well in removing bad quality signals from the
PVT solution computation causing the observed lesser effect of the ISMASK system.
A demonstration of this can be seen in figures 29 and 30. Figure 29 presents the
obstruction mask generated by the combination method at epoch 301095 SOW
(seconds of week) and the sky-view image of the same epoch. The epoch 301095
SOW occurs during the afternoon urban test drive. Note that the image is mirrored
and also oriented according to the vehicle direction, not in the same system as the
obstruction mask. The epoch along with some time before and after it (a few minutes
in total) was spent in traffic lights and during that time the unmasked RTKLIB
solution experienced large position errors, up to a few meters in magnitude. Position
errors for both unmasked and combination mode solutions computed with RTKLIB
and Septentrio PPSDK can be seen in figure 30. The unmasked RTKLIB solution
was a float RTK solution while other solutions were fixed RTK solutions.

Figure 29: Obstruction mask (left) and sky-view image (right) from afternoon urban
dataset

The unmasked RTKLIB solution has very large position errors but the masked
RTKLIB solution along with both Septentrio PPSDK solutions have errors of much
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Figure 30: 3D position errors of different solutions around epoch 301095 SOW

smaller magnitude, approximately 10 cm. The large errors in the unmasked RTKLIB
solution are caused by NLOS reception. The unmasked RTKLIB solution was using
the G26 and E9 satellites which are clearly blocked by obstructions while the R3 and
R11 satellites were both obstructed but the received signal might be only refracted
instead of reflected as the satellites are very close to obstruction edges. The unmasked
Septentrio solution used the R3 and R11 satellites but the processing software had
discarded the signals from G26 from PVT computations presumably due to signal
selection and filtering algorithms deeming them bad quality signals. E9 satellite
was not used by Septentrio PPSDK because the software is unable to use Galileo
satellites in RTK positioning. R3 and R11 satellites were both used in the unmasked
PPSDK solution without causing large errors which leads one to believe that it was
indeed either G26, E9, or both satellites that caused the large errors in the unmasked
RTKLIB solution.

In order to assess the individual contributions of NLOS satellites G26 and E9 to the
positioning errors, the unmasked RTKLIB data had to be processed while excluding
the E9 satellite from processing. 3D positioning errors for unmasked RTKLIB
solutions processed with all satellites and all satellites except E9 are presented in
figure 31. By examining the RTKLIB results when discarding the E9 satellite from
processing of the unmasked solution it can be seen that the majority of the errors is
caused by the G26 satellite with E9 having significantly lesser although still damaging
impact. It can be seen that Septentrio PPSDK is able to discard erroneous NLOS
satellite data without additional signal masking due to Septentrio’s satellite selection
algorithms.

In this case it can be seen that the ISMASK masking system is able to improve
the Septentrio PPSDK solution by a small amount, but the increase in the level
of that between the RTKLIB solutions is not possible to obtain. The unmasked
Septentrio solution is a good quality solution because it has been able to detect and
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Figure 31: 3D position errors of RTKLIB solutions with different satellites around
epoch 301095 SOW

exclude signals from the clearly obstructed satellite.
There is however potential to improve Septentrio satellite selection and filtering

algorithms more significantly by utilizing the data provided by the ISMASK system
in the selection and filtering algorithms themselves instead of adding an additional
layer of filtering. There was unfortunately no way to study this possibility within
the context of this work or the ISMASK project.

The ISMASK satellite masking and filtering system is able to improve the
Septentrio PPSDK solution significantly in some situations despite the overall effect
being close to neutral. A position error plot from one of such occasions is presented
in figure 32. The figure contains 3D position error data of 10 epochs before and after
epoch 290398 SOW for unmasked and combination mode masked Septentrio PPSDK
solutions. The unmasked solution has a high error peak for the epoch in question
while the masked solution is able to avoid such large errors. The unmasked solution
drops to float mode for a few subsequent epochs during which the masked solution is
able to keep RTK in fixed mode. The position errors however return to similar levels
soon after the epoch in question.

Obstruction mask (left) and sky-view image (right) of the epoch 290398 SOW
are displayed in figure 33. Masked and unmasked solutions have used the same
satellites in the PVT solutions except for satellite G19 which is a NLOS satellite and
filtered out by the ISMASK system in the masked solution, but not by Septentrio’s
algorithms. In situations like this there is a clear benefit of using satellite masking
even for software using advanced satellite selection and filtering algorithms but the
negative effects during other times mitigate the improvement in performance overall.

The results presented in this chapter give a comprehensive view of how does the
ISMASK system affect RTK positioning performance and how do the different mask
generation methods compare. Conclusions from the results given in this chapter are
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Figure 32: Septentrio PPSDK 3D position errors at one point on the urban route

Figure 33: Obstruction mask (left) and sky-view image (right) from morning urban
dataset

presented in the next chapter.
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5 Conclusions
This work presents a comprehensive assessment of RTK positioning aiding using 3D
models and fisheye camera. The developed ISMASK software is a software combining
obstruction masking with RTK positioning in a way that allows different kinds of
system configurations for research purposes. In order to test the software, a hardware
test bench was developed. The test bench was used in the test campaign to record a
considerable amount of positioning and aiding data which was then processed using
the ISMASK software.

The ISMASK software can be used in five different processing modes:

• no masking, legacy processing

• 3D model based masking

• 3D model based masking with masking of multipath interference areas

• sky-view image based masking

• combination of 3D model and sky-view image based masking.

The different processing modes produce different masking characteristics de-
pending on the obstructions around the receiver. An important part of the work
was to determine the best way to generate the obstruction masks out of these four
possibilities.

Earlier studies have demonstrated similar satellite masking concepts but often
in either non-RTK positioning or with considerably smaller test campaigns. The
common aspect in many studies conducted earlier in the subject is that they are more
like proof of concept studies than assessments of actual positioning performance. The
earlier studies concentrating on at least partially similar systems have not managed
to show any significant improvement for RTK positioning performance at least on
the scale studied in this work. Exactly similar systems utilizing both camera and 3D
models as data source have not been studied before.

The data recorded in the test campaign included various different satellite naviga-
tion environments with varying levels of obstructions to assess the effects of masking
in general and different masking methods in particular to the performance of RTK
positioning. The tests were designed to provide reliable results on urban RTK usage.

Before the processing of test campaign data could be started a pre-processing step
was performed during which also the quality of recorded data was investigated. From
the information obtained in the pre-processing stage it was concluded that all systems
worked according to expectations except that the quality of the reference solution
did not reach the desired level in the most demanding navigation environments.
Appropriate steps were then followed to isolate the epochs in which the reference
solution was not of sufficient quality.

The ISMASK system was used with a commercial GNSS processing software
Septentrio PPSDK and with an open-source alternative RTKLIB. There are many
differences between the two software packages and consequentially the results of
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satellite masking were different for the two processing software packages. The most
important characteristics of RTK positioning performance for the two software from
all recorded data being:

• Septentrio PPSDK fix availability decreases

• RTKLIB fix availability increases

• Septentrio PPSDK 3D RMS error decreases

• RTKLIB 3D RMS error significantly decreases

• Septentrio PPSDK error distribution remains the same

• RTKLIB error distribution improves

• the largest improvement in performance for RTKLIB was observed in shallow
urban environments and second largest in dense urban environments

• the improvement in Septentrio PPSDK performance is greater the less obstruc-
tions there are.

The first four of these influences are shown in more detail in table 9 which
summarizes the overall effects of combination mode masking compared to unmasked
PVT solutions. The table presents 3D position RMS errors, percentage of fixed
solutions out of all solutions, and percentage of correctly fixed solutions out of all
solutions.

Table 9: Summary of effects of combined masking

RTKLIB Septentrio PPSDK
No Mask Combined masking No Mask Combined masking

Position 3D RMS Error [m] 6.05 3.95 (-35%) 1.43 1.3 (-9%)
Fix % 37 % 49 % (+32%) 70 % 67 % (-4%)
Correct Fix % 36 % 46 % (+28%) 67 % 65 % (-3%)

The different masking modes provided different results compared to the unmasked
solution, with the best results—the ones given above—being from combined image
and DSM without multipath interference masking mode. It was concluded from the
results that the optimal way to generate the obstruction masks with the ISMASK
system is to use both images and 3D models. The overall benefits of the rest of the test
modes vary between the two used software packages. Image based masking was the
second best mode for RTKLIB processing and 3D model with multipath interference
masking provided third best results. All three modes improved the solutions while
the 3D model without multipath interference masking provided results similar to
unmasked solution. The second best masking method for Septentrio PPSDK was the
3D model without multipath interference masking while the image derived method
offered a third best performance. The DSM with multipath interference masking
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mode was very unsuitable for Septentrio PPSDK offering the worst results with
significant decrease in performance compared to other masking methods and also
compared to the unmasked solution.

The ISMASK system clearly improves RTKLIB solutions by a significant amount
in both fix availability and positioning accuracy. For commercial Septentrio PPSDK
software there is a small decrease in the availability of fixes while the positioning
accuracy is improved by a moderate amount. The results are, however, not as clear
cut for all test modes as they are for combination masking. All masking modes
reduce the fix availability for Septentrio PPSDK, while the fix availability increases
considerably for all modes when using RTKLIB for the post-processing. The results
for modes other than combined masking are generally somewhere in between the
results of combined masking and unmasked solution.

From the results presented in table 9 it can be seen that the unmasked solutions
of Septentrio PPSDK are much more accurate than the corresponding RTKLIB
solutions. A large contribution to the better accuracy is that PPSDK is able to
fix GLONASS integer ambiguities, despite being unable to use Galileo in RTK
positioning. The better accuracy is also probably partially down to Septentrio’s
signal and satellite selection algorithms and partially due to more optimized or more
advanced positioning algorithms. The better accuracy in unmasked solutions reduces
the potential improvement which can be obtained by the ISMASK masking and
filtering system.

In addition to the processing software, the performance of the ISMASK system
also differs with relation to the test environments. The effect of different environments
is dissimilar between the two processing software packages. The masking provided
better results for Septentrio software in environments with fewer obstructions; results
were best on highway, worst on the dense urban route, and fall between the two on
the urban route. For RTKLIB the masking provided better results in obstructed
environments with best results being from urban route, second best from dense urban
route, and the worst from highway.

Differences between how the used RTK processing software compute position
solutions result in different characteristics in the masking performance. Septentrio
PPSDK has more available data due to Septentrio SBF-file format containing addi-
tional data compared to the data included in RINEX files used by RTKLIB. How the
Septentrio positioning algorithms exactly work is not known due to the closed nature
of commercial software. It can however be assumed that there is some sort of signal
and satellite selection algorithms which exclude unwanted satellites and possibly
compensate for multipath interference. These algorithms diminish the domain in
which the ISMASK system operates.

The ISMASK system is an additional filtering layer on top of Septentrio’s algo-
rithms potentially disrupting Septentrio’s satellite selection algorithms and therefore
resulting in a reduction of fix availabilities. Multipath interference correction for
satellites for which both NLOS and LOS signals are observed is a likely explana-
tion for why the multipath interference masking performs extremely poorly with
Septentrio PPSDK but provides much better results with RTKLIB. The multipath
corrections are possible due to APME+ technology used in the receivers. The correc-
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tions applied by APME+ in the code and carrier tracking stages are present in both
SBF and RINEX files and therefore taken advantage of in both processing software;
however, multipath magnitude estimates themselves are not available in RINEX files
and thereby not usable in RTKLIB processing. It can be concluded that receiver
made compensations—at the levels used in the receivers in question—to multipath
interference do not diminish the potential of multipath interference masking, but pro-
cessing algorithms further utilizing obtained multipath estimates dilute the potential
improvement.

The results from using the developed satellite masking system depend heavily
on the used test environment. The reasons for PPSDK obtaining better results in
open environments than in obstructed may only be hypothesized, one potential cause
being more aggressive—due to more obstructions on the masks—filtering interfering
with Septentrio’s positioning algorithms. It will however remain unknown how the
satellite masking would affect the GNSS processing if the information obtained by the
ISMASK system would be incorporated into existing masking and filtering algorithms
instead of adding another filtering layer.

For RTKLIB solutions, the ISMASK system on the other hand provides the
smallest improvement—in fact a decrease in accuracy—in least obstructed environ-
ments. This is probably due to simply smallest amount of potential objects to be
masked in the unobstructed environments as the ISMASK system acts as a sole
filtering layer for RTKLIB and hence does not interfere with existing algorithms.
The difference between results from urban and dense urban environments might
indicate that the ISMASK system is more suitable for shallower urban canyons and
there might be a need for more optimization for the algorithms in more difficult
positioning environments.

There was a large drop in the number of available Galileo satellites between the
highway datasets recorded in the morning and afternoon. During both sessions the
number of GPS satellites remains stagnant. As the RTKLIB processing operates with
GPS, GLONASS, and Galileo satellites, but with possibility to fix integer ambiguities
to only GPS and Galileo satellites, the smaller number of fixable satellites alters the
positioning environment considerably. In the morning there are five available Galileo
satellites of which three were on favorable elevations, all being over 20 degrees above
horizon, in contrast to 2 available satellites of which 1 is barely above 10-degree
elevation mask. This difference in Galileo constellation creates a very different
positioning environment between the datasets.

On the highway route RTKLIB positioning accuracy remained the same for
masked and unmasked solutions for the morning session and the fix availability
improved by a small amount. In the afternoon the positioning accuracy however
decreased by a small amount compared to the unmasked solution while fix availability
improved considerably. The ISMASK system seems to benefit in open environment
from additional Galileo satellites in terms of positioning accuracy. The increase in
the number of fixes is more related to the much lower starting level of the unmasked
solution—62 % in the afternoon compared to the 87 % in the morning.

In urban datasets there is a similar, but smaller, difference in the number of
Galileo satellites but the results are contrary indicating that the added number of
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Galileo satellites does not improve the potential of the ISMASK system in more
obstructed environments. The reason for this difference in the two environments may
also be related to the location of used satellites in addition to just the number of
used satellites as the different obstruction environments cause different satellites to
be visible on different routes despite satellite locations remaining the same.

The results obtained in the ISMASK project and presented here are designed to
be as reliable as possible; however, there are some major considerations to be noted
relating to the trustworthiness of the results. The biggest problem being lack of full
reference solution coverage which resulted in some of the metrics used in the analysis
having to discard the most difficult navigation environments, at least partially. The
missing reference data was taken into account in analysis of the results in an attempt
to mitigate the damage resulting from the discarded data. The main effect of missing
reference data to the results presented here is hence that the results do not represent
the most difficult dense urban environments as well as they do other environments.
The test campaign despite containing multiple hours of data could still also include
a lot more data to improve reliability of the results but due to restrictions set by
the project this could not be done. The amount of data would especially improve
knowledge of how do the number of available satellites affect the impact of satellite
masking.

At the moment of this work the Galileo system had not yet reached its full extent,
in fact the initial services were not even launched during the test campaign. Moreover,
many commercial RTK software packages do not yet fully support Galileo, including
Septentrio PPSDK which was used in this work. The number of available satellites
was not at the levels it will reach in the future leaving little room for additional
satellite filtering—especially in the dense urban areas. In the near future, when there
will be more satellites in the sky, the results of this kind of masking could be more
significant in general and especially in urban canyons.

A problem in this work with the Septentrio PPSDK software was that it could
not be known how the software’s own signal exclusion algorithms work, and therefore
signal filtering algorithms could not be optimized to work with them. There is a
possibility that a signal masking technique like ISMASK could be integrated with
other signal exclusion algorithms in a way in which they would support each other
allowing potentially much better results. This would require further development with
the full understanding of a navigation software’s legacy signal exclusion algorithms,
and possibly modifications also to the internal acquisition and tracking loops.

During the various project phases there are many possible missteps which would
lead to reduced reliability of the results. A rigorous attention was therefore paid
during the project to control as many factors as possible to reveal possible mistakes
and to prevent any mishaps. All encountered problems and mistakes were corrected
without causing any problems—with exception being the things mentioned here—that
could not be fixed and therefore affect the quality of the results.

Based on the test conducted in the Intelligent Signal Masking for GNSS RTK
project the ISMASK masking system is able to improve RTK positioning in terms
of accuracy in many different environments. The system is able to achieve greater
improvement in results when used with less optimized positioning algorithms or
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positioning algorithms with less advanced features. The RTK positioning performance
in terms of fix availability increases when processed with more general positioning
algorithms but decreases when operating with advanced and optimized manufacturer
algorithms. There is no reason to assume that the system would not have possibility
to achieve even better results with additional optimizations to the algorithms used
in this project.

The developed ISMASK system could be commercially viable with some additional
development on some receiver configurations even at its current state. However,
at least in receivers or software utilizing similar processing to Septentrio PPSDK
there would likely be a considerable amount of work needed to integrate the systems.
At its current state the software would require mostly optimizations to improve
masking performance in some environments and to improve real time capabilities of
the software. The ISMASK system has demonstrated significant potential in this
type of satellite masking with possibilities for commercial implementation.
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